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The exploding increase of wireless communi-

cations combined with the existing inefficient 

usage of the licensed spectrum gives a strong 

impetus to the development and standardiza-

tion of cognitive radio networking and com-

munications. In this dissertation, a framework 

for Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) is f irst 

presented, which is the enabling technology for 

increasing the spectral efficiency of wireless 

communications. Based on that, Cognitive Ra-

dio (CR) can be developed as an enabling tech-

nology for supporting the DSA, which means 

that the wireless users are provided with enhan-

ced capability for sensing the operating radio 

environment and for exploiting the network 

side information obtained from this sensing.

The DSA concept means that the users of a 

wireless system are divided into a multi-tiered 

hierarchy with the primary users (PUs) entitled 

to protection and with cognitive radio capable 

secondary users (SUs). The improved spectrum 

efficiency is obtained by means of a medium 

access control protocol with knowledge about 

the statistical properties or available local in-

formation of the channels already occupied by 

PUs as well as knowledge about the interfe-

rence tolerance within which the interference 

to PUs is kept to a given level. Related to this, 

emphasis is laid on the protocol capability to 

determine the efficiency of the secondary sha-

ring of spectrum. Based on the type of availa-

ble local information, the capacity of opportu-

nistic communication is investigated for three 

models. These are: with dynamic, distributed 

channels information; with dynamic, parallel 

channels information; and under a dynamic 

sub-channels allocation scheme. 

The results indicate that this capacity is robust 

with reference to the uncertainty associated 

with localized sensing of distributed dynamic 

channels and with timely sensing of parallel 

dynamic channels. The extension to dynamic 

parallel sub-channels enables resource alloca-

tion to be carried out in sub-channels. The ana-

lytical results on the performance of sub-chan-

nel allocation indicate a robust traffic capacity 

in terms of blocking probability, drop-out pro-

bability and delay performance as function of 

PUs traffic loads.   
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Abstract

The exploding increase of wireless communications combined with the ex-

isting inefficient usage of the licensed spectrum gives a strong impetus to

the development and standardization of cognitive radio networking and

communications. In this dissertation, a framework for Dynamic Spectrum

Access (DSA) is first presented, which is the enabling technology for in-

creasing the spectral efficiency of wireless communications. Based on that,

Cognitive Radio (CR) can be developed as an enabling technology for sup-

porting the DSA, which means that the wireless users are provided with

enhanced capability for sensing the operating radio environment and for

exploiting the network side information obtained from this sensing.

The DSA concept means that the users of a wireless system are di-

vided into a multi-tiered hierarchy with the primary users (PUs) entitled

to protection and with cognitive radio capable secondary users (SUs). The

improved spectrum efficiency is obtained by means of a medium access

control protocol with knowledge about the statistical properties or avail-

able local information of the channels already occupied by PUs as well as

knowledge about the interference tolerance within which the interference

to PUs is kept to a given level. Related to this, emphasis is laid on the

protocol capability to determine the efficiency of the secondary sharing of

spectrum. Based on the type of available local information, the capacity

of opportunistic communication is investigated for three models. These
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are: with dynamic, distributed channels information; with dynamic, par-

allel channels information; and under a dynamic sub-channels allocation

scheme.

The results indicate that this capacity is robust with reference to the

uncertainty associated with localized sensing of distributed dynamic chan-

nels and with timely sensing of parallel dynamic channels. The extension to

dynamic parallel sub-channels enables resource allocation to be carried out

in sub-channels. The analytical results on the performance of sub-channel

allocation indicate a robust traffic capacity in terms of blocking probabil-

ity, drop-out probability and delay performance as function of PUs traffic

loads.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Abstract

This chapter defines the scope of this research. The main critical issues

that need to be solved in cognitive radio networks, so as to build a wireless

infrastructure supporting spectrum capacities tailored to today’s societies

and economies, are presented. Existing solutions and current approaches

are discussed. The contributions of the thesis are presented.

1.1 Introduction

For more than a century, the radio spectrum, which formally resides in

the frequency range below 3000 GHz in the electromagnetic spectrum, has

been unique and valuable natural resource enabling a wide range of wire-

less applications and services. The earliest and most enduring communica-

tion services that use radio spectrum are radio and television broadcasting.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Doubtless, for many decades, they have had an enormous impact on soci-

ety, e.g., by providing instantaneous access to news and entertainment to

virtually every home.

Over the last decades, however, radio spectrum use has increased and

expanded immensely beyond the classic wireless systems. The prolifera-

tion of many new wireless applications and services spawned by enormous

technological breakthroughs, particularly in digital devices, has added im-

petus to this trend. Today, the wireless communication industry includes

cell phones, Global Positioning System (GPS), smart phones and mobile

broadband, WiFi, Bluetooth, satellite radio and TV, automotive radar,

and Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID), to name just a few.

As economies and societies have become more mobile and information

centric, wireless systems have found pervasive use and have became in-

dispensable contributors to increasing the productivity and well being of

people around the world. With further proliferation of wireless systems

and the emergence of diverse wireless applications and services, the finite

radio spectrum resources will be in even greater demand [1]. However,

the ability of technological developments to continue to support the ever

increasing demand of wireless products and services is challenged by spec-

trum overcrowding, that is, the plateauing capability of the available radio

spectrum [2].

Moreover, this picture is further complicated by the fact that wireless

technology is much more regulated at both national and international lev-

els than other technologies in the field of information and communication

technology. The detailed regulation of wireless spectrum access technology

means that technical innovations do not achieve practical use unless they

are consistent with regulatory requirements or designed in concert with the

right policy environment [3]. Even when a new technology is compatible

2



1.2. RADIO SPECTRUM ACCESS METHODS

with the existing spectrum policy, that particular technology may be pro-

hibited because regulations require taking cautious actions about allowing

a new user that may cause harmful interference to other users who are in

compliance with the regulations.

On top of that, measurement of radio spectrum use consistently shows

that actual spectrum occupancy is actually low when averaged over space

and time [4]. There are many reasons for this, including the spacial het-

erogeneity of demand and the need to set aside spectrum for military and

safety uses, which are occupied based on peak demand rather than average

demand. Regardless of the root causes of low spectrum occupancy, it is es-

sential to remove the spectrum gridlocks by using appropriate means such

as Cognitive Radio (CR), so as to build a wireless infrastructure supporting

spectrum capacities tailored to today’s societies and economies.

The key to unlock the various benefits enabled by CRs is the imple-

mentation of effective and efficient means viewing the spectrum as an open

medium for multiple access by numerous simultaneous users and providing

multiple services to a population with diverse requirements and resources.

The main challenge is therefore to better understand the nature of traf-

fic, technological capabilities and available tradeoffs. New communication

models that exploit, in the most effective way, the spectrum sharing capa-

bilities are needed, so that the performance benefits of this sharing can be

fully realized and in which any marginal cost of such sharing provisions is

paid by the user who benefits from them.

1.2 Radio Spectrum Access Methods

For more than a century, engineers and scientists have been developing

Radio Spectrum Access (RSA) techniques to help better utilize and man-

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

age the radio spectrum. The origins of RSA date back in the early days

of radio with the advent of Tuned Circuits, as the enabling technology for

Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA). FDMA, Space Division Mul-

tiple Access (SDMA), Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Code

Division Multiple Access (CDMA) were the only technical achievements

that allowed use of radio spectrum by multiple simultaneous transmissions

that are orthogonal with each others, and they have remained so for most

of the history of radio technology. Implicitly, they became the focus of ra-

dio regulation in the sense that they provided the foundation for the band

channelization approach of regulating spectrum. Governments around the

world began to strictly regulate transmissions, to designate which bands

are used for which purposes, and to license the use of certain frequencies.

Based on that, today, we have generally two methods for managing and ac-

cessing spectrum: one method is licensed access, the other one is unlicensed

access.

1.2.1 Licensed Access

A licensed system must get permission from the regulator to operate within

a given frequency band. The licensing process is an opportunity for the

regulator: a) to divide the spectrum into frequency bands, b) to determine

which bands are used for which purposes, and c) to assign a licensee to

each band, who is generally granted exclusive use of the band. Systems

in this category include Radio Land Mobile (LMR) such as radios used by

emergency services, cellular communications, and satellite communications.

The main advantage of licensing access is that a licensee has complete

control of the allotted frequency band, and can thus unilaterally manage

interference between its users and therefore enhance the Quality of Service

(QoS) to its users. Among other things, this also means that a common

4



1.3. RADIO SPECTRUM ACCESS TECHNIQUES

access protocol must be defined, and must be supported by all users in this

frequency band. Moreover, the need for a common access protocol forces

some degree of homogeneity among devices, which in turn forms a major

barrier for new technological innovations. This is also the problem when a

new user attempts to share spectrum with a legacy equipment, which was

not designed or deployed with new sharing arrangements support.

1.2.2 Unlicensed Access

A few spectrum have been set aside in specific frequency bands for un-

licensed access, to be more precise, bands where devices are “licensed by

rules”. In other words, any device that complies with the regulator rules,

such as maximum power per Hertz or use of contention-based algorithms,

can be deployed without explicit permission. Equivalently, a regulator can

explicitly grant an unlimited number of nonexclusive licenses with some

rules associated with these licenses. Unfortunately, the unlicensed bands

can be killed by their own successes, because devices can be deployed any-

where, which means there is no limit to the number of devices that might

be operating in a given location, so also is there no limit to the potential

congestion.

1.3 Radio Spectrum Access Techniques

Over the past century, the major drivers of RSA technological breakthroughs

have been the quest for improving the radio spectrum efficiency. This has re-

sulted in transmissions over larger distances with better quality, less power,

and smaller, cheaper devices, and thereby adding impetus for increased and

immensely expended use of radio spectrum. In specific, means for improving

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

spectrum efficiency divide in three general classes: more geographic reuse

of spectrum, increasing transmission throughputs, the packing of offered

traffic in a more effective way into available transmission capacity.

1.3.1 Radio Spectrum Reuse

Frequency reuse is a simple spectrum-efficient technique that allows to in-

crease the amount of traffic that a frequency band can carry within a geo-

graphic area, measured in bps/Km2. The basic idea behind frequency reuse

is to exploit the fact that the power of a transmitted signal falls off with

distance. Thus, by adding more infrastructure, more users at spatially-

separate locations can operate at the same frequency band with minimal

interference to one another. In particular, for the cellular infrastructure,

the entire cellular band is divided into N sub-bands and these bands are

assigned to cells. Cells that use the same band are separated in distance

by cells that are using different bands. In this way, interference among

cells is minimized by virtue of propagation losses while spectrum efficiency

increases.

1.3.2 Raw Throughput Increase

In cell splitting, however, when the cell size is small enough interference may

be too large so as to prevent communications. In other words, one can only

increase spectrum reuse efficiency until the density of cells reaches a cer-

tain level. A better alternative leading to higher transmission throughput

gains for a given frequency band is the implementation of more advanced

spectrum-efficient technologies such as spread spectrum [5], Multiple Input

Multiple Output (MIMO) [6] and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple

Access (OFDMA) [7].

6



1.3. RADIO SPECTRUM ACCESS TECHNIQUES

Spread spectrum is a spectrum-efficient technique that grew from mil-

itary applications as a technique to prevent jamming or to protect against

hostile interception and interference. The basic idea is to isolate a user’s

signal by using a unique code which when decoded restores the original

desired signal, while totally removing the effect of the other user’s coded

signal. Efficiency gain is obtained by reducing the effectiveness of the in-

terfering signal by a factor known as spreading factor which is the ratio

of the code rate to the original source’s bit rate. For example, if the data

rate is 10 Kbps with a spreading code rate of 1 Mbps the spreading factor

corresponds to 100. Compared with the classic spectrum reuse, in which

contiguous cells must allocate different frequency bands, a spread spectrum

based technique such as CDMA can reuse the entire cellular spectrum in

each cell, and thereby improving the spectrum efficiency by multiples.

For instance, in the case of MIMO, a 2x2 MIMO places two antennas

at the base station and two “antennas at the user device”. By antennas at

the user device we mean that the antennas may belong to one user or mul-

tiple users. Because the transmitting antennas are slightly displaced from

each other and that the receiving antennas are also slightly displaced from

each other, each sent and received signal is subject to different multipath

characteristics. By examining the four signals together, the effect is that

throughput gain increases by multiples.

OFDMA can be viewed as multiple channels (hundreds, or even thou-

sands) that are spaced with minimal distance from each other and modu-

lated with data. By taking the advantage that the channel conditions at

different users are subject to different multipath characteristics, one can dy-

namically allocate the channels according to the user’s channel conditions.

This approach provides a great flexibility to accommodate more users based

on their respective QoS, and the effect is that system throughput increases

7



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

by multiples.

1.3.3 Effective Data Packing

One approach to obtain spectrum efficiency gain is to use spectrum-effective

techniques applicable to data contents, such as source-coding and schedul-

ing. The use of source-coding allows to optimize data content sought by

a user into a lower bandwidth format. To do so, the amount of data that

needs to be transmitted is reduced by using a model of the data that can

be reconstructed. The effect is a much lower data rate to support data

content.

Efficiency can also be gained from providing different data applications

with QoS that is tailored more precisely to their individual needs. For ex-

ample, voice packets are generally produced in a steady time-synchronous

mode, with traffic characterized by long holding times and modest setup

times. Hence, they may accept large access delay, but put stringent require-

ment on the network in terms of transmit time (i.e., delay), delay variation

(i.e., jitter) and bandwidth. Furthermore, they have also flexible loss sensi-

tivity, but are generally uncontrollable (i.e., they cannot stop or slow down,

vary their traffic rate during a call). In this case, they must be delivered

with common QoS for all users, no matter where they are located (near of

far from a base station, in a shadowed or in a clear location). Therefore,

more resources are required for disadvantaged users.

With data packets, on the other hand, demands are generally produced

from very low duty cycle sources, i.e., with a low activity factor, the source

is active only a fraction of the time. In addition, such sources usually gen-

erate bursty information of random length. Hence, they are much more

controllable than voice packets, i.e., they can stop or slow down transmis-

8



1.4. RADIO SPECTRUM ACCESS APPLICATIONS

sions if requested from the network. Being able to offer variable levels of

service by advanced network measurement, and then by using QoS based

packet scheduling, without overly penalizing the weakest users, the effect is

that throughput gain increases by multiples.

1.4 Radio Spectrum Access Applications

By far, the most prevalent applications of RSA have been the cellular sys-

tems and wireless Local Area Network (LAN)s.

1.4.1 Cellular Systems

The cellular telephone system is a prevalent example of one of the most suc-

cessful applications that evidences the technological impact of RSA. The

first generation (1G) of cellular systems employed FDMA as spectrum shar-

ing technology to handle analog communications. The second generation

(2G) of cellular system moved from analog to digital transmissions to em-

brace the many advantages provided by digital systems. The components

are cheaper, faster, smaller, and require less power. Gradually, these system

evolved to support techniques such as TDMA and CDMA as alternative

technologies for spectrum sharing. The impetus that began with Global

System for Mobile Communication (GSM) system was towards TDMA,

which allowed up to eight users to share one TDMA channel in the alloted

frequency.

A major breakthrough in cellular systems came with the advent of in-

terference suppression techniques such as spread spectrum or CDMA that

grew from military origins. Such techniques not only permit more users to

be added to the system, but also solve the efficiency reduction of FDMA

9



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

and TDMA necessitated by the requirement to assign different frequency

allocations to neighboring cells so as to avoid mutual interference.

While second generation cellular systems initially provided mainly voice

services, these systems have been gradually enhanced to support data ser-

vices such as email, Internet access, and short messaging as well. The

ability to incorporate effective data packing techniques into 2G system pro-

vided the foundation to the deployment of the third generation (3G) of

cellular system. The coming of new strategies for improving spectrum ef-

ficient of the alloted frequency bands such as OFDMA and MIMO have

steered the need to deploy the fourth generation systems, such as Long

Term Evolution (LTE) and WiMAX, and beyond.

1.4.2 Wireless Local Area Networks

The advent of wireless LANs is another example that evidences the techno-

logical impact of RSA to increasing spectrum use. Wireless LANs date back

to around 1985 when the public Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM)

bands were authorized in U.S.A for wireless LAN products [8]. The ISM

band became very attractive to wireless LAN vendors since they did not

need to obtain license to operate in this band.

Before that, it was believed that these bands were nearly useless for com-

munications due to interference from the primary users of these bands such

as microwave ovens and radio frequency heating devices. Spread spectrum

techniques, such as frequency hopping and direct sequence, long established

for military applications as techniques to thwart intentional jamming, made

the means to use these otherwise polluted bands feasible. As a result many

applications and technologies, including devices for 802.11/b/g/n, ZigBee,

Bluetooth, and cordless phones have emerged from research ideas to con-
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crete systems.

1.4.3 Cognitive Radio Technology

The ever growing demand for wireless communications along with the recog-

nition that classic approaches to spectrum management leads to inefficient

use of spectrum has spurred interest in CR technologies. Based on this, far

more inexpensive, flexible, and reconfigurable hardware and software can be

developed into more flexible RSA to support far more improved spectrum

sharing.

Although there have been many technological breakthroughs in RSA

and policies, since the early days of radio, FDMA use of spectrum has

remained the dominant method to keep operators from causing interference

to one another to date. While a gridlock approach, such as FDMA use of

spectrum, was appropriate to reduce interference from dissimilar systems in

the early days of radio, and reasonable within the technological capabilities

of that time, it does not now lend itself to efficient spectrum use, unless

significant adjustments in how spectrum is used and shared are considered.

Therefore, the advent of CR technology, a framework for adding intel-

ligence in communication systems, holds a tremendous promise for both

greater access to and greater utility from the radio spectrum resource

through new approaches to spectrum access that embrace spectrum sharing

in its various forms [9]. Specifically, the key to unlocking the many benefits

of CR is the implementation of efficient means viewing the radio spectrum

as an open resource for multiple access by numerous simultaneous users

and providing multiple services to a population with diverse requirements

and resources. This, however, imposes the search for new architectural

communication models.
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The traditional approach to wireless networking follows the current In-

ternet that provides a general transport service capable of supporting many

different applications [10]. This “data layer” is not designed or optimized

for any single application, but it is designed for generality and adaptability.

Parallel to this data layer sits a control layer for which the main function

is to manage the network infrastructure and to ensure reliable flow of data.

Although a powerful approach for functionality allocation, in that it

facilitates innovation and the deployment of new applications, often both

the data and control planes are equally oblivious to detailed understanding

of the environments in which the protocols or services are used. Cognitive

radio networking is a new construct, a distributed layer or a pervasive

system within the network that builds and maintains high-level view of

what the network is supposed to do, i.e., the goals of its designers, of the

applications running on it, and of its users, and thereby provide services to

other elements of the network.

More specifically, the CR approach differs from the traditional, algorith-

mic approach in that a network is augmented with a new set of mechanisms

in the form of cognitive capability and reconfigurability. The cognitive ca-

pability enables a network to enhance its awareness of the environment,

which means the ability of the network to gain necessary information from

the operating radio environment. This includes knowledge about the trans-

mitted waveform, radio frequency (RF) spectrum, communication network

type/protocol, geographical information, locally available resources and ser-

vices, user needs, security policy, and so on. Whereas reconfigurability

enables the network to dynamically change its transmission parameters

according to the sensed environment variations so as to achieve optimal

performance.
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1.5 Solution Approach

Much of the interest in RSA comes from the need to match the increasing

wireless demands of today’s societies and the recognition that the current

gridlock approach to spectrum use results in inefficient use of the radio

spectrum.

Therefore, in this dissertation, the alternative approach to RSA, called

Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA), is first presented as a means for alleviat-

ing spectrum gridlocks by using spectrum sharing. Based on this, CR can

be developed to support DSA. The DSA concept means that the users of a

wireless system are divided into a multi-tiered hierarchy with the Primary

Users (PUs) entitled to protection and cognitive radio capable Secondary

Users (SUs). DSA views the spectrum as an open resource to be shared

among PUs and SUs in such a way that the performance benefits of such a

sharing arrangement can be fully realized while, at the same time, avoiding

excessive interference caused to PUs. The performance sharing gains are

obtained by means of a medium access control protocol with knowledge

of the statistical properties or available local information of the channels

already occupied by PUs as well as knowledge of the interference tolerance

within which the interference to PUs is kept to a given level.

For the purposes of our study, three classes of communication mod-

els, that describe several situations arising in a cognitive communication

process, are chosen considering the nature of information available about

the channels over which transmissions of Secondary User (SU) take place.

These are: with dynamic, distributed channels information; with dynamic,

parallel channels information; and under a dynamic sub-channels alloca-

tion scheme. Related to this, emphasis is laid on the Medium Access

Control (MAC) protocol capabilities to determine the efficiency of the sec-
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ondary sharing of spectrum.

The various channel models are studied in-depth in order to obtain

and to evaluate the performance measures. Detailed theoretical studies

of modeling and performance analysis are conducted. The performance

aspects of the MAC protocols, which enable reliable communications over

these channels, are evaluated with the purpose of investigating the limits

and advantage of the DSA approach.

The performance results clearly indicate the feasibility of the DSA con-

cept as a candidate for future wireless infrastructures that have the poten-

tial to support economic growth and evolving societal needs. This approach

offers the choice of performance that is restricted to the capabilities of spec-

trum sharing arrangements, and less on the spectrum gridlocks. Specifically,

it offers robust performance with reference to the uncertainty associated

with localized sensing of distributed, dynamic channels and with timely

sensing of parallel, dynamic channels. The extension to dynamic, parallel

sub-channels enables resource allocation to be carried out in sub-channels.

The analytical results on the performance of sub-channel allocation indi-

cate a robust traffic capacity in terms of blocking probability, drop-out

probability and delay performance as function of PUs traffic loads.

1.6 Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work in the literature. Since for SUs com-

munications, the transmitter and the receiver must be designed with the

occupancy knowledge of the channels of Primary User (PU)s over which

transmission takes place, we first present the physical and statistical na-

ture of cognitive radio channels. We further discuss about recent efforts to

model such channels and the corresponding capacities measured in terms of
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throughput to SUs and the constraint over collision caused to PUs. Special

emphasis is laid on the MAC, which enable reliable communication over

these channels. We also introduce the work related to our two major ap-

plications, namely opportunistic access over multiple wireless channels and

admission control in subchannels.

1.6.1 CR Channel Characteristics

In the following, we highlight the defining features of a cognitive radio

channel.

• A cognitive channel is a local concept defined with respect to a par-

ticular pair of SUs and resources available. It depends on the location

of not only the SU transmitter but also the secondary SU receiver.

It also depends on the hardware and the energy cost associated with

the spectrum monitoring capability of SUs.

• A cognitive channel is determined by the communication activities

of PUs rather that of SUs. At any time and location whether the

channel is an opportunity or not depends on the PUs activity on that

particular time and location.

• Only failed communications caused by collisions to a PUs disqualify

a channel from being an opportunity. A cognitive channel is defined

based on the interference constraint through packet loss that a PU

can tolerate.

Due to the physical separation between the SU transmitter and SU

receiver, cognitive channels are dynamic and distributed [11]. Considering

the diverse activity of different PUs in various spectrum frequency bands,

cognitive channels can also be dynamic and parallel [12].
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1.6.2 CR Channel Models

We now present a variety of mathematical models for SU communication

over a channel of PUs, as found in the literature. Focus is put on those

models and assumptions which are relevant for a MAC approach, and we

elaborate on those assumptions leading to the required simplifications, giv-

ing rise to a rigorous mathematical treatment.

As SU has to be aware of the channel status at all times, periodic

sensing is essential in a cognitive radio network. This means that spectrum

sensing should execute frequently to quickly detect the presence of PUs

when they return to occupy a channel. Usually, this case translates into

a time channel model of duration corresponding to the minimum interval

between two consecutive sensing activities. This can be achieved by using

a slotted protocol [13]. In such a protocol, the slots are of fixed duration

corresponding to the packet used in the SU system, in particular each slot

consists of a sensing period and a transmission period [14].

The problem is complicated by considering that sensing and communi-

cation share the same transceiver (antenna and RF front end), for which

a tradeoff between sensing performance and spectrum access needs to be

considered [15,16]. This problem can be simplified by hiding the distributed

nature of the channels and imposing a slotted structure on both the SUs

and PUs. As such, at the beginning of each slot there is a designated time

period for PU to reserve this particular slot and for SU to perform chan-

nel sensing. If a PU intends to use a slot it will simply remain active, in

which case a SU will find the channel busy after the sensing period and

not attempt to use it for the remainder of the slot. If the primary user is

inactive during this sensing period, then the remainder of the slot is open

to secondary users.
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By taking into consideration the fact that in practical scenarios sensing

errors are inevitable, spectrum sensing should generally perform to meet

certain target Probability of False Alarm (PFA) and Probability of Miss

Detection (PMD) [17]. Emphasis is laid on the impact of sensing errors on

the MAC performance in terms of throughput for SUs and packet collision

at PUs. In specific, a small packet collision at PUs can only be obtained

with smaller performance in PMD. At the same time, a small performance

in PFA yields larger throughput for SUs. Hence, the design of spectrum

sensing faces a trade off between maximum throughput for SUs and packet

loss at PUs, for which a balance between the PMD and PFA has to be

reached [18,19].

To do so, one approach involves to allocate a fixed portion of each time

slot of SU as channel sensing period, and the duration of the sensing period

needs to be long enough so as to minimize the PMD at PUs under the

constraint that the PFA for SUs is kept below a prescribed threshold [20].

An alternative approach involves to optimize the sensing period in such

a way that yields minimum PFA for SUs under the constraint that the

PMD at PUs is kept below a certain threshold [21]. Also, it is possible to

maintain a fixed portion of each time slot as SU packet size, and then one

can optimize the SU packet size [22]. Equivalently, one may maintain both

the sensing period and the transmission period fixed, and then optimize the

probability of transmissions [23].

Having a certain structure imposed on both PUs and SUs introduces

some degree of homogeneity between the SU system and the PU system.

Consequently, if both PU and SU uses a common slotted communication

protocol, then a PU is either present or absent during the whole duration

of a time slot. Besides, if a SU correctly senses the channel to be idle,

this obviates the need for protection demanded by PUs. Removing such a
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constraint complicates the problem even further because a PU may start or

stop occupying the channel at any time [24]. This means that, regardless of

perfect sensing, there is always a chance that the SU transmissions interfere

that of PU. In this case, constraining the interference caused to PUs is non

trivial [25].

If we look purely at the effect of PUs traffic, the above problem simpli-

fies. One simple way is to assume that the PUs activities on a particular

channel follow an alternating idle-busy pattern [26]. This obviates other

sources of channel error, except in the event that a PU returns after the

SU has already sensed the channel to be idle and started a transmission,

which may occur at the beginning of each busy-idle cycle.

To select a model for a channel in such a situation, a slotted protocol

is devised in such a way that the throughput to SUs is maximized under

the constraint that the PU packet collision is no greater than some thresh-

old [27]. The slots correspond to the transmission time of the packets used

in the SU system when the channel is idle. The protocol may include an

additional parameter β , the probability that a packet persists, and with

(1−β ) being the probability of delaying transmission [28]. Alternatively,

one can allocate a vacation period that consists of a fixed number K of time

slots before each transmission slot [29]. Again one can also fix the packet

length in each idle-busy cycle to L time slots [30].

One simple way to handle such a protocol is to assume that the PU

idle-busy cycle (i.e., the channel law) follows exponential distributions. In

this case the protocol parameter can be optimized so that the resulting

capacity depends on simple average values only [31]. In a more practical

scenario, the PU idle-busy cycle are generally distributed. In this case, the

protocol parameter β [32] and K [33] as well as their respective channel

capacities depend on additional details about the nature traffic such as
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the distribution of idle period. If we consider the distributed nature of

cognitive channels, the problem become more complex in the sense that

the optimization results also depend on the transmission protocol of PUs

and SUs and the environmental uncertainties over which the transmissions

of SUs take places.

1.6.3 Multi-channel CR Communications

In the following, we focus on the work related to the use of multiple chan-

nels capability to improve the capacity of the channels over which sec-

ondary transmissions take place. Multi-channel protocols for ad hoc net-

works present themselves as a first step to develop a cognitive MAC proto-

col. They operate in multi-channel context [34]. The number of channels

over which a host has access is limited by the number of interfaces at the

host [35]. A CR, however, is augmented with the set of mechanisms: a) to

sense the operating radio environment, b) to distinguish between SUs and

PUs, and c) to provide protection to PUs [36].

In selecting a protocol for a SU communication over multiple channels of

PUs, one simple way is to solve the problem of opportunistic communication

where both the transmitter and the receiver have complete knowledge of the

channels model over which transmissions take place. As such, the channel

selection process and access can be optimized accordingly [37]. Complete

knowledge about the model governing the multiple channels arises when

both the transmitter and receiver can permanently sense the spectral activ-

ity in all frequency bands at one time, and communicate opportunistically

by selecting the channel whose transmission quality is relatively favorable.

In practical scenarios, however, continuous sensing of the frequency

bands is challenging because it is hardware demanding and it consumes en-
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ergy, especially for low-cost battery-powered handheld devices with bursty

traffic. Instead, one should treat the problem of a communication situa-

tion where the transmitter and receiver have limited information about the

channels over which transmissions occur [38]. The problem is further com-

plicated when the constraint of imposing the same protocol between SUs

and PUs is removed. In this case, one faces a trade off of performance for

SUs against protection demanded by PUs, and that the trade off needs to

adapt to the spectrum sensing deficiencies [39].

1.6.4 Admission Control in Cognitive Radio Channels

In the following, we consider the works that address issues related to traffic-

performance in CR networks. Emphasis is laid on the traffic issues that

affect the operation of a CR network and techniques that are used to analyze

such a network. The traffic capacity is therefore the main element that

encapsulates the effects of the traffic behavior of users in the operation of

the network.

Methods that are used in the analysis of classic cellular networks provide

the basis of modeling the operation of CR networks. These include modeling

tools such as M/G/N loss model for a circuit switched link and M/G/1

single server queue model for a packet-switched link [40]. They also include

issues of channel assignment, access, handoff control, traffic modeling and

traffic management [41]. However, the operational features of CR networks

are significantly different from those of classical cellular networks, and we

briefly elaborate on those features in order to emphasize that the traffic

behavior of CR networks are expected to differ substantially from those of

traditional cellular networks.

Spectrum sensing is a very important feature in the operation of CR
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networks. SUs are required to pause any ongoing communication in order

to detect the presence of PUs on a particular channel. In addition, SUs

must execute spectrum sensing frequently to react quickly whenever a PU

returns. To handle these requirements, transmission and spectrum sensing

phases are typically interleaved in a cyclic manner. Also essential to the

operation of CR network is the fact that PUs always have a higher priority

over SUs. As such, if a PU returns and occupies a channel, every SU using

this particular channel must halt its transmission, and thereafter it needs

to hand over to another unused channel to continue its communication.

Hierarchically overlaid layout schemes have been suggested as one way

to handle the operation of CR networks [42–46]. A system that employs SU

network with overlaying PUs network is considered [42, 43]. [44] considers

a M/M/N loss model with finite user population adapted to the tiered

SU-PU architecture to analyze the performance of the channel assignment

operation in CR network. In [45] a M/M/N queue model of CR network

with infinite user population is considered. [46] considers that new calls and

handoff calls enter at both the PU network and the SU network.

1.7 Thesis Outline

Much of the interest in RSA comes from the need to match increasing

wireless demands of today’s societies and the recognition that the current

gridlock approach to spectrum use results in inefficient use of the radio

spectrum. Our goal in this thesis is to address the problems encountered

in alleviating the spectrum gridlocks by using CR techniques, and an alter-

native approach to RSA is advanced to solve these problems.

More specifically, three classes of communication models that describe

several situations arising in a cognitive communication process are chosen
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considering the nature of information available about the channels over

which transmissions of SUs take place. These are: with dynamic, dis-

tributed channels information; with dynamic, parallel channels information;

and under a dynamic sub-channels allocation scheme. Related to this, em-

phasis is laid on the MAC protocol capabilities to determine the efficiency

of the secondary sharing of spectrum.

The various channel models are studied in-depth in order to obtain

and to evaluate the performance measures. Detailed theoretical studies

of modeling and performance analysis are conducted. The performance

aspects of the MAC protocols that enable reliable communications over

these channels are evaluated with the purpose of investigating the limits

and advantage of the DSA approach.

In Chapter 2, the first DSA model considered in the dissertation is pre-

sented. We investigate the capacity of opportunistic communication for a

single SU that uses a listen-before-talk protocol as access scheme, in the

presence of distributed, dynamic channels occupied by PUs. A two-mode

timeout switch modeling of the channel occupancy characteristics by PUs

is assumed at both SU end stations (i.e., the SU transmitter and the SU

receiver). A statistical characterization of this channel model is developed

and important properties are described. We obtain the protocol capacity

for a single user cognitive channel, and show that the system capacity is ro-

bust with reference to uncertainty associated with the distributed, dynamic

channels occupied by PUs.

In Chapter 3, the second DSA model considered in the dissertation

is presented. Efficient transmission strategies for SUs that use a slotted

protocol as access scheme in the presence of parallel, dynamic channels

already occupied by PUs traffic are studied. In every time slot, a channel

is selected and the probability of transmission in the selected channel is
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estimated by using local information about the quality of these channels.

A SU transmits in a probabilistic manner in the selected channel based on

this estimate. A Markovian decision model that embeds such a problem

in its control actions is formulated. Optimal decision rules are found. The

protocol capability in terms of throughput to SUs and packet error rate for

PUs is expressed as reward and cost tradeoffs of the resulting Markovian

decision processes. Numerical results on the performance of the suggested

control access procedures are shown for nominal system.

In Chapter 4, the third DSA model considered in the dissertation is

presented. We study the admission control of SUs to achieve a certain

degree of QoS. A multi-dimensional Markov chain whose size increases

quickly with the number of channels of PUs is assumed to characterize the

known system. In the presence of uncertainty associated with the system

size reduction, we consider a one dimension Markov chain approximation

to characterize the uncertain system. Appropriate analytical models are

developed and used to derive the performance characteristics of the sec-

ondary admission strategies. Numerical results are reported and they show

a robust capacity in terms of blocking probability, dropping probability and

delay performance as functions of spectrum utilization by PUs.

Finally, the Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation.

1.8 Contributions of the Thesis

In this thesis, we address the problem encountered in alleviating the spec-

trum gridlocks by using CR techniques, and an alternative approach to

RSA is advanced to solve this problem. The major contributions of this

thesis are:
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• We introduce a two-mode timeout switch that is flexible to capture the

channel occupancy characteristics by PUs as a mathematical model

of cognitive channel. A statistical characterization of this channel

model is developed and important properties such as the gain and

cost of channel use in terms of PUs traffic are presented. We study

the capacity of this channel where an opportunistic communication of

SU that uses a listen-before-talk protocol as access scheme is assumed.

We show that the capacity is robust, in the sense that the protocol

achieves throughput while the interference tolerance is guaranteed to

be satisfactory, in the presence of channels uncertainty.

• We study control procedures for multi-channel opportunistic spec-

trum access networks. A Markovian model characterization of cogni-

tive channels is presented first. Three classes of control of secondary

access to these channels are described. A general Markovian decision

model is next formulated by including the suggested classes of access

control procedure as special cases to the model. The protocol capac-

ity, expressed in terms of throughput for SUs and packet error rates

to PUs, is obtained from the resulting decision processes as cost and

reward tradeoffs.

• We generalize the single user problem of access control to a multiuser

access setting, where multiple SUs contend to access the channels. A

multi-user access control strategy is described leading to a Markov

chain model of the system. It is shown that if the exact knowledge

of the system states is known to all CR hosts, it is possible to tune

the strategy to an optimal value from which we obtain maximum

throughput and minimum delay performance by solving the induced

Markov chains.

• We study admission control of SUs to achieve a certain degree of QoS.
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A multi-dimensional Markov chain whose size increases quickly with

the number of channels of PUs is assumed to characterize the known

system. In the presence of uncertainty associated with the system size

reduction, we consider a one dimensional Markov chain approximation

to characterize the uncertain system. Appropriate analytical models

are developed and used to derive the performance characteristics of

the secondary admission strategies. Numerical results are reported

and show that the capacity expressed in terms of blocking probability,

dropping probability and delay performance as functions of spectrum

utilization by PUs is robust.

The work presented in this thesis was partly published in [47], [48]

and [49].
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Chapter 2

Spectrum Opportunity
Exploration

Abstract

In this chapter, the first DSA model in the dissertation is presented. We in-

vestigate the capacity of opportunistic communication for a single SU that

uses a listen-before-talk protocol as access scheme, in the presence of dis-

tributed, dynamic channels occupied by PUs. A two-mode timeout switch

modeling of the channel occupancy characteristics by PUs is assumed at

both SU end stations (i.e., the SU transmitter and the SU receiver). A

statistical characterization of this channel model is developed and impor-

tant properties are described. We obtain the protocol capacity for a single

user cognitive channel, and show that the system capacity is robust with

reference to uncertainty associated with the distributed, dynamic channels

occupied by PUs.
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2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Overview

Cognitive radio networks have emerged as a system to facilitate the use of

DSA for increased spectral efficiency of wireless networks [50]. Contrary to

the exclusive access model, a block of radio spectrum in the DSA model

can support a primary−secondary sharing arrangement [51]. One user has

the right to operate as the PU, that is with higher priority of usage over the

spectrum. The other user operates as the SU with access to this spectrum

as long as PU is not using it and provided that the PU can be properly

protected. DSA as a design methodology plays an enabling role for dynam-

ically reconfiguring cognitive radio (CR) networks so that a radio spectrum

allocated to PUs can be reused in an opportunistic manner by SUs while

protection to PUs is guaranteed [52].

2.1.2 Motivation

The fundamental premise for the applicability of DSA lays on the fact that

recent measurement studies on the actual spectrum utilization have re-

vealed that a large portion of the radio spectrum experiences multiple idle

periods with sparse periods of heavy utilization and congestion [53]. Other

assumption is that cognitive radio can be developed to support DSA: which

means to extend the capability of wireless users to sense and gather infor-

mation from their surroundings as well as to optimally adapt their operating

parameters according to local information obtained by this sensing [54].

A spectrum opportunity is a local concept defined with reference to

the local spectrum occupancy by PUs perceived at each end of a cognitive

channel. This implies that, because of the physical separation between a
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SU transmitter and a SU receiver, the PU spectrum occupancy information

at one end of this particular channel is different compared to the other end.

This effect arises because of the random location of PUs in a given area.

Therefore, one of the prominent characteristics of a cognitive channel is its

distributed nature. We use the term “distributed” by referring to the spatial

distribution of PU hosts.

Another important characteristic of a cognitive channel is its dynamic

nature. Analysis of spectrum occupancy data shows multiple idle periods

with sparse periods of heavy utilization and congestion [55]. Therefore, we

use the term dynamic with reference to time variations inherent of spectrum

occupancy by PUs.

In the presence of distributed and dynamic nature of cognitive radio

channels, a SU transmitter senses the channels to detect the absence of

PUs by using spectrum sensing. If so, it queries the readiness of the SU

receiver by transmitting a control packet, and it decides whether to use the

channel or not depending on its transmission protocol, and the result of the

query. As access scheme, we suggest a slotted ALOHA protocol in which

a SU transmitter decides how much and when to use the channel in such a

way as to maximize throughput to SUs subject to throughput and packet

loss constraints at PUs.

We show that a transmitter can attain the above performance objectives

by using a simple timeout based switch, in which a SU transmitter is allowed

to use the channel during the idle period only until the timeout reaches

a certain threshold. Such a threshold timeout-based switch is simple to

implement provided that a SU transmitter knows the optimal PU packet

loss threshold, as the SU transmitter needs not to have complete knowledge

about the spatial distribution of PUs and the load configurations of PUs,

i.e., the exact number of PUs and the length of the messages transmitted
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on the channel by PUs.

2.1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows.

• We introduce a two-mode timeout switch that is flexible to capture the

channel occupancy characteristics by PUs as a mathematical model

of cognitive channel.

• A statistical characterization of this channel model is developed and

the important properties such as the gain and cost of channel use in

terms of PUs traffic are presented.

• We study the capacity of this channel where an opportunistic com-

munication of SU that uses a slotted protocol as access scheme is

assumed.

• We show that the capacity is robust, in the sense that the protocol

achieves throughput while the inference tolerance is guaranteed to be

satisfactory, in the presence of channels uncertainty.

2.2 System Model

In this section, the notion of cognitive radio channel in the context of DSA

is presented. After that, the cognitive channel model is described.
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SU−Rx Sensing area

SU−Tx Sensing area

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a cognitive radio channel

2.2.1 System Operation

Figure 2.1 illustrates a hierarchical layout overlaid with a wireless network.

The layout provides coverage for a pair of SUs at the lower level in the

hierarchy. For clarity purposes, we use the open circles marked S and R
to represent a cognitive radio transmitter and a cognitive radio receiver of

the pair of SUs, respectively. The overlaying wireless network, on the other

hand, covers a set of PU hosts that are randomly located, and provides idle

channels for secondary communications whenever there is no PU present.

The random location of PU hosts can be thought of as representing an

arbitrary network or a snapshot of a mobile one. For simplicity purposes,

we consider only three PU hosts represented by filled circles A, B and C.

We consider the system to be operated in such a way that PU commu-

nications occurring at the higher level in hierarchy alternate between idle
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state and busy state. The time scale for a change of channel state is much

longer compared to the length of PU packet. Such a pattern in channel

utilization is typical of wireless LANs, where all PUs are assumed to share

a common wideband radio channel and to be in range and in line-of-sight of

each other. During a busy period, the network adjusts itself by means of a

transmission probability so as to give the best throughput. Consequently,

each PU host with a packet ready for transmission has to wait until it is

permitted to send a transmission, the restraint being the transmission prob-

ability. Hence, the channel maintains its busy state whenever there is at

least one packet transmission using the channel. When all packets of PUs

have been transmitted, the channel becomes idle.

A cognitive radio specific challenge is that a cognitive radio transmitter

may sense some but not all PU activities in its neighborhood. For example

in Figure 2.1, the dotted circles around a cognitive radio transmitter and

receiver represent their respective sensing localities, this means that PU

activities can only be sensed within this area. Hence, the SU transmitter

S can detect the presence or the absence of the PUs A and B, but not C.

Similarly, the receiver R can detect the presence of absence of the PUs B
and C, but not A.

In such a case, the effect perceived on secondary communications is that

a cognitive radio receiver is not always ready to receive. For example in

Figure 2.1, when the PU C is transmitting, the receiver R cannot receive

the transmission from the transmitter S, though the channels at A and B
are idle, as both transmissions will destructively interfere at C.
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2.2.2 MAC layer Cognitive Radio Channel

The objective is to design efficient transmission strategies for a wireless

communication with a MAC layer cognitive radio channel. A single cog-

nitive radio channel is shared by a group of PUs and a pair of SUs. A

transmission strategy of SUs depends on the access protocol used by PUs

and the idle period statistics characterization of idle periods. The key point

is that such a strategy allows PUs and SUs to share simultaneously the same

channel; it offers a solution which handles the geographical dispersion of

PUs and which at the same time takes advantage of the channel idleness to

improve the spectral efficiency.

We consider a single cognitive radio channel shared by N PU hosts and

one pair of SUs. As access mode for SUs, we assume a time slotted protocol.

The slots correspond to the transmission time of a SU packet, which is much

smaller compared to that of PUs. Smaller values of the SU packet length

allow more freedom for designing the SU access strategy. Each SU time

slot consists of a sensing phase, followed by a data transmission phase.

Irrespective of the channel state, a SU transmitter and receiver sense the

channels at PUs during the sensing phase. If the channel is deemed busy, no

transmission is attempted during the data transmission phase, and the SU

transmitter and receiver will sense the channels again in the sensing phase

of the next time slot. The channel maintains its busy state whenever there

is a PU packet transmission on this particular channel. If the channels at

a SU transmitter are deemed idle, the SU transmitter queries the readiness

state of the SU receiver by using a control packet, and it decides whether to

transmit or not depending on some transmission strategies, and the result

of the query. Similarly, the channel maintains its idle state until the first

packet of PU arrives to occupy the channel.
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SU−RXSU−TX Channel

Figure 2.2: Illustration of a cognitive radio channel model

We consider three QoS metrics in this particular channel to measure the

transmission efficiency of the secondary sharing of channel: a) throughput

to PUs, b) throughput to SUs, and c) packet loss to PUs. Our objective is

to find a transmission strategy for which throughput to SUs is maximized

subject to throughput and PU packet loss to PU constraints.

2.3 Mathematical Model

In this section, the mathematical model of a cognitive radio channel is

presented as well as its important statistical properties. We use a timeout

switched channel model as illustrated in Figure 2.2 to model the conceptual

cognitive radio channel of Figure 2.1.

Two switches that model the local spectral activity as shown in Fig-

ure 2.2 are assumed at both SU tr and receiver ends. When the switch

at the SU transmitter is open, we say the switch is in OFF state. This

happens if a busy channel (i.e., the receiving activity of PUs) is detected

in the neighborhood of a SU transmitter. On the other hand, the switch

is said to be in state ON, when this switch is closed. This happens when

the channel is experienced idle at the SU transmitter. The switch at the

receiver is used to introduce the channel uncertainty that results from the

distributed nature of the channel.
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One approach to resolve this uncertainty is to have control messages

exchanged between transmitter and receiver upon idle sensing result at the

transmitter. A transmitter queries the readiness state of the receiver by

using a request-to-send (RTS) message, which indicates an idle channel

experience at the transmitter side. A clear-to-send (CTS) message suc-

cessfully received at the SU transmitter indicates that the channel is also

available at the receiver side, which is then followed by data transmission.

Although, the RTS-CTS protocol obviates the channel uncertainty by in-

troducing channel overheads, it also serves to indicate the readiness states

of the SU receiver. Therefore, we consider only the two-mode switch at

the receiver to model the distributed and dynamic nature of the considered

channel.

In particular, the dynamic nature of the channels is contained in the

sojourn times in the ON and OFF states of the switch, respectively. In

other words, the rate at which the switch changes from ON to OFF, which

reflects the idle periods of the channels at PUs, is directly related to the

sojourn time in ON state. Similarly, the rate at which the switch changes

from OFF to ON reflects the busy periods of the channels at PUs, and it

is directly related to the sojourn time in OFF state.

Since the sojourn time in OFF state is solely affected by the transmis-

sion protocol used by PUs, we analytically estimate the sojourn time in

the OFF state by developing a model with a finite number N of PUs. Our

model is based on the assumption that for each transmission attempted

in the PU network, a PU host uses a backoff interval sampled from a ge-

ometric distribution with parameter p. It follows that during the busy

period of the channel all the processes that define the occupancy pattern

of the channel by PUs traffic (e.g. backoff slots, collided packets, successful

packet transmissions) are regenerative with respect to the sequence of mo-
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ments corresponding to the completion of a successful packet transmission.

Therefore, if we let a renewal period Z to define the time interval between

two successful transmissions of PU packets, then Z and E[Z] correspond

to the sojourn time random variable and expectation in the OFF state,

respectively. Z is also related to the theoretical throughput limit of the

protocol used by PUs as follows:

PB =
Lp

E[Z]
(2.1)

where Lp is the average packet payload in bits, i.e., the average time in-

terval in a renewal period Z in which the channel is used by a successful

transmission, E[Z] is the average length of the renewal period, and PB is

the maximum achievable throughput for PUs which also represents the

throughput constraint for SUs.

On the other hand, since the idle channels at the PUs can be arbitrary,

we use a random variable Y to define the time interval from the moment a

SU receiver is deemed ready to receive until the moment of the first packet

of PUs arrives to occupy the channel. This corresponds to the sojourn

time in ON state, and it is completely specified by the probability density

function of Y , fY (·), and the cumulative distribution function of Y , FY (·).

By exploiting the expression in Equation 2.1 along with the statistical

properties of the idle distribution FY (·), the analysis of SUs transmission

protocol capacity, which indicates the efficiency of spectrum sharing in the

context of DSA, can be performed by studying system behavior in a generic

renewal period Z and a generic idle period Y .
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2.3.1 PU Network and Spectrum

In the following, we study system behavior in a generic renewal period Z.

We find the capacity of PU network under study, which is measured by the

maximum achievable throughput PB during busy period.

Load Configuration

To perform the capacity analysis of PUs access protocol, it is useful to

denote by L the time it takes to complete a successful transmission by

PUs. L corresponds to the time interval between the start of a transmission

that does not experience a collision and the reception of corresponding

acknowledgement (ACK) plus a Distributed Inter Frame Space (DIFS):

L = Lov + Ltr (2.2)

where Ltr denotes the packet transmission time at a given data rate and Lov

being the total time of packet overheads.

In many existing wireless LANs, devices are designed with the capability

of transmitting using multiple data rates in order to improve spectrum

efficiency. Depending on the quality of radio transmissions experienced by

users, they are given the option to set a transmitting data rate that is

tailored to prevailing channel conditions. For example, the basic rate set in

IEEE 802.11b products includes 1, 2, 5.5, and 11 Mbps.

Considering the geographic dispersion of PU hosts, some hosts may be

located far away from their access point so that the quality of their radio

transmissions is low. In response to bad channel conditions experienced by

these hosts, they reduce the data rate to some lower value, say 1 Mbps. We

refer to such a PU host as slow PU, because it captures the channel for a
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long time by transmitting at lower data rate. Similarly, we refer to a PU

host as fast PU when a PU is transmitting at the highest feasible data rate,

i.e., 11 Mbps because of the proximity to the access point. In our context,

every PU that is inside the sensing area of a SU transmitter corresponds to

a fast PU, while every PU that is located outside the sensing area of the

SU transmitter corresponds to a slow PU.

For simplicity purposes, a population of N PU hosts is assumed: one

slow PU and (N−1) fast PU. We define by L f the time it takes to complete

a successful transmission by a fast PU at the highest feasible data rate R:

L f = LR
ov + LR

tr (2.3)

where LR
tr = Lp/R, and Lp being the packet payload. Similarly, we define

by Ls the time it takes to complete a successful transmission by a slow PU

that is transmitting at a lower rate r

Ls = Lr
ov + Lr

tr (2.4)

where Lr
tr = Lp/r and Lp being the packet payload.

Because of the fair access provided to all PU hosts, we can assume that

the transmissions of all PU hosts, regardless of their respective channel

conditions, alternate so that the average transmission time E[L] to complete

a successful transmission can be written as follows:

E[L] =
(N−1

N

)
L f +

1
N

Ls (2.5)
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PU Traffic

To perform the capacity analysis of PUs access protocol it is also useful to

divide the time into generic time slots G whose time durations depend on

events that may occur in a particular slot. An event in a generic time slot

can be either a collision, a successful transmission, or a backoff slot. Thus,

a renewal period Z can be thought of as a sequence of generic time slots

that may contain several collisions and backoff slots, followed by an ending

generic slot containing one successful packet transmission from a tagged

PU.

We are interested in counting the number of successful transmissions

from a tagged PU in any slot. This is a measure of throughput to PUs

during busy period, of which the maximum attainable value corresponds to

the network capacity. We start by studying the number of transmissions

from any PU that can be handled per slot by the PU network. This is a

measure of channel utilization by PUs in a slot.

Specifically, we count each transmission from any PU as a contribution

to channel utilization. We define W as a renewal period associated with the

sequence of moments corresponding to the completion of packet transmis-

sions from any PU. Since N PU hosts are contending with one another to

access the channel, and that each transmission is attempted with a common

transmission probability p, the probability Pt of having a PU transmission

during a generic time slot is the same as the probability of having at least

one PU transmission in a randomly chosen slot:

Pt = 1− (1− p)N (2.6)

Therefore, a renewal period W follows a geometric distribution with param-

eter Pt . The average length of a renewal period W is obtained as:
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E[W ] =
E[G]

Pt
(2.7)

where

E[G] = PtE[L]+ (1−Pt)σ (2.8)

σ represents the backoff slot and E[L] represents the average length of a

PU transmission.

Thus, the channel utilization U is related to E[W ] as follows:

U =
E[L]

E[W ]
(2.9)

=
PtE[L]

PtE[L]+ σ(1−Pt)

Now, we obtain the number of successful packet transmissions from a

tagged PU in a generic slot as follows. The probability Psucc that a generic

time slot contains a successful packet transmission from a tagged PU is the

same as the probability of having the tagged PU attempting transmission

in a randomly chosen time slot and that none of the (N−1) remaining PUs

transmit in this particular time slot

Psucc = p(1− p)N−1 (2.10)

Thus, a renewal period Z follows a geometric distribution with parameter

Psucc, and the average length of the renewal period Z can be obtained as
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E[Z] =
E[G]

Psucc
(2.11)

=
E[G]

p(1− p)N−1

Similarly, the throughput of the PU network is related to E[Z] as follows:

PB =
Lp

E[Z]
(2.12)

= p(1− p)N−1 Lp

E[G]

and the aggregated throughput for this network is given by

Pagg = N PB (2.13)

Once we rearrange Equations 2.6 and 2.9 so as to express Pt in terms of

U :

Pt =
σU

(1−U)E[L]+Uσ
(2.14)

It follows that the stationary probability p of having a PU transmission

attempted in a time slot can be obtained as

p = 1− f (U)
1
N (2.15)

where

f (U) =
(1−U)E[L]

(1−U)E[L]+Uσ
(2.16)
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In order to maximize the throughput PB, it is convenient to rearrange

Equations 2.8, 2.11, and 2.12 so as to obtain E[G], E[Z], and PB in terms

of U :

E[G] =
E[L]σ

(1−U)E[L]+Uσ
(2.17)

=
f (U)

1−U
σ

E[Z] = σ
f (U)

1−U

[(
1− f (U)

1
N

)
f (U)

N−1
N

]−1

(2.18)

=
σ

1−U

[(
f (U)−

1
N −1

)]−1

PB =
Lp(1−U)

σ

(
f (U)−

1
N −1

)
(2.19)

The value of U for which PB is maximized, is denoted by U∗ and written

as:

U∗ = argmax
U
Pagg(U) (2.20)
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and it can be obtained after differentiating Pagg with respect to U :

Pagg(U)′ =
∂

∂U
N Lp (1−U)

σ

(
f (U)−

1
N −1

)
(2.21)

=
N Lp

σ

(
σ f (U)

N−1
N

N(1−U)E[L]
− f (U)−

1
N + 1

)

so that by equating Pagg(U)′ to zero, one finds the solution as:

f (U)−
(

1− σ

N
f (U)

(1−U)E[L]

)N
= 0 (2.22)

2.4 Secondary Access Scheme

In the following, we study the system behavior in a generic idle period

Y . Specifically, we find the capacity of transmission strategies of SUs by

developing an analytical model which depends on the access protocol used

by PUs and the statistical properties of idle periods distribution. In the

model, a slotted Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)-like protocol is

adopted in which the time is slotted into segments of ∆ seconds, whose

duration correspond exactly to the transmission time of a single packet, see

Figure 2.3.

To simplify the problem, we assume that the time required for spectrum

sensing is negligible, which means the spectrum sensing is perfect. All

packets are of constant transmission duration ∆ that is assumed close to

zero (∆→ 0). Every overlapping transmission between the PU system and

the SU system destroys all packets that are involved in the collision. To
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of SU modes of operation

transmit a SU packet, a SU sender senses the channel, and based on the

channel sensing outcome it operates as follows:

(1) If the channel is sensed busy, i.e., the sensing outcome declares PU

present, then it refrains its transmission until the next slot.

(2) If the channel is sensed idle, a SU sender has three options:

(i) No transmission occurs, because a transmission strategy restrains

access to the channel though the receiver is ready to receive;

(ii) No transmission occurs, because the SU receiver is not ready to

receive;

(iii) Packet transmission takes place, because the SU receiver is ready

to receive and that a transmission strategy allows access.

This is illustrated in Figure 2.3. In this case, the SU receiver readiness

state always starts the beginning of idle periods, i.e, the departure of PUs.

Also, we note that there is at most one PU packet interruption, which may

occur at the beginning of every busy period.
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We are interested in counting the number of SU packets that are suc-

cessfully received during a generic idle period Y . Every time slot ∆ that

contains a successfully received SU packet is counted as a contribution to

throughput for SUs. At the same time, every time slot ∆ that contains a

collision with PUs is counted as an instance of violating the protection of

PUs. The time scale for a change of channel state is much longer compared

to the length of a SU packet.

The use of the family of timeout based techniques is one way to approach

the realization of such an access scheme. A timeout scheme assumes that

each service is of constant length requiring X seconds of transmissions to

complete satisfactory. To do so, let a generic idle period Y correspond to a

renewal interval, we say that the switch is ON at time t if the renewal inter-

val Y containing t is of length greater than or equal to X ( i.e., min{Y,X}),
and we say that the switch is OFF at time t otherwise. In other words, the

channel switch is always closed, if the idle period exceeds X or is always

open if the idle period is less than X . Thus, the capacity of SU access pro-

tocol can be obtained from the long run proportion PS of the switch ON

time:

PS =
E[switch ON time]

E[idle periods]
(2.23)

By exploiting Equation 2.23, the analysis of the protocol capacity for

SUs, which indicates the efficiency of SU transmission strategy, can be

performed by studying the optimal length of the timeout X , based on the

renewal period Z and the renewal period Y . This can be obtained provided

that the optimal packet loss for PUs, which specifies a threshold on PU

packet loss, is known a priori.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the analytical framework

2.4.1 Performance Modeling Framework

In essence, a secondary access scheme aims at exploiting the idleness of PUs

by using a channel that has a relatively low loss effect on PUs when a SU

is transmitting. We assume that we have:

(A1) Perfect knowledge about the entire idle period trace;

(A2) Perfect knowledge about the threshold P̄I on PU packet loss supported

by the services provided to PUs.
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Given the idle period statistics characterization of the idle period distribu-

tion FY (y), an analytical model is developed from which the optimal X-value

is obtained. This value is used in turn to characterize the capability of the

access scheme to maximize throughput to SU while the packet loss tolerance

for PUs protection is guaranteed satisfactory.

From the SU viewpoint, consider the time axis as marked SU-cycle

(Figure 2.4), let the idle period Y correspond to a renewal, and say that

the channel switch is ON at time t if the renewal Y containing t is greater

than or equal to X . In other words, whenever a renewal occurs, we say that

SU transmissions complete satisfactory after the channel switch has been

closed for the first X seconds of the renewal. In this case, any arriving PU

experiences successful packet arrival and a SU has all its packets successfully

received.

On the other hand, we say that the channel switch is OFF at time t
whenever the renewal Y at time t is less than X . In other words, whenever

(Y < X) the channel switch ON time is always zero. In this case, the arriv-

ing PU packet occurs before X , in which case a collision to PUs happens.

Consequently, the SU has no successful packet reception and the arriving

PU experiences packet drop-out.
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Therefore, the throughput to SUs is given by the long run proportion

PS of switch ON time:

PS =
E[switch ON time]

E[idle periods of PU in idle state]
(2.24)

=
E[min(Y,X)]

E[Y ]

=
1

E[Y ]

∫
∞

0
P(min(Y,X) > t)dt

=
1

E[Y ]

∫ X

0

(
1−FY (t)

)
dt

From the PU viewpoint, consider the time axis marked as PU-cycle

(Figure 2.4), let a generic busy period of PUs correspond to a renewal Z,

which is defined by the sequence of moments corresponding to successful

packet transmission from a tagged PU. In other words, a renewal Z con-

tains exactly one transmission from a tagged PU with probability PB. Let

{Y1, · · · ,Ym} be a set of random variables, with the same distribution as

Y , and specifying the arrival times associated with a successful packet of

a tagged PU in the renewal Z. If Y1 > X , an arriving packet of a tagged

PU at time 1 has no collision with SU, and hence it successfully completes

transmission, and so on. Otherwise Ym < X the arriving packet of a tagged

PU at time m is dropped out upon arrival because of SU transmissions.

Then:

M = inf {m | Ym < X} (2.25)

That is, M is associated with a renewal that represents the sequence

of moments corresponding to a packet loss experienced at a tagged PU,

because a SU is transmitting. We note that the probability distribution of
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Y , FY (t) = P(Y ≤ t), is equivalent to the probability q that a SU packet is

transmitting in X :

P(Y < t) = q (2.26)

Therefore, the packet loss experienced by a tagged PU when a SU is trans-

mitting can be obtain from:

PI =
∞

∑
m=1

P(m-th arrival dropped)
(

P(tagged PU in Z)
)m

(2.27)

=
∞

∑
m=1

P
(
M(t) = m

)
Pm

B

=
∞

∑
m=1

q(1−q)m−1 Pm
B

=
qPB

1− (1−q)PB

Hence, the timeout-based scheme for a secondary access of spectrum is

designed in such a way that:

(C1) it holds because of prior knowledge about idle periods distribution:

FY (X) = q (2.28)

(C2) it holds because of priori knowledge about packet loss threshold P̄I

imposed by PUs

PI ≤ P̄I (2.29)

2.4.2 Robustness to Distribution Uncertainty

In selecting a distribution for Y to characterize the idle period statistics, it

is appropriated to require that the properties of this particular distribution
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are consistent with the ones present in the operational environment of a SU

deployment.

We consider distributions that have well-known probability density func-

tions for describing the idle periods of the PU system in idle state. Hence,

the characteristics and properties of these distributions have significant im-

pact on the performance of timeout based strategies, and furthermore affect

the implementation of secondary access scheme.

Conditional Idle Probabilities

Given the idle period at some time t, the probability that the idle period of

the PU does not last an additional time x, i.e., the idle period terminates

before the time (t + x) given that it has been idle during the interval (0, t),
can be written as [56]:

GY (X |t) =
P(t < Y < t + X)

P(Y > t)
(2.30)

=
FY (t + X)−FY (t))

1−FY (t)

From the PU system viewpoint, this is the conditional probability that

a PU returns during the interval (t +x), given that it has been absent until

time t. Similarly, from the SU system viewpoint, this is the conditional

probability that a SU transmission collides that of a PU.

Let RY (x|t) denote the probability that the idle period lasts an additional

time x, given that it has been idle until t, i.e, the idle period survives an

additional time (t + x) given that it has survived during the interval (0, t).
We have [56]:
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RY (X |t) =
1−F(t + X)

1−F(t)
(2.31)

This represents the conditional probability that the idle period remains

idle during an additional time (t + x).

Intensity Function

A function denoted h(t), whose type and shape is useful to determine the

distribution of idle periods, is called intensity function. It is used to describe

the relationship between the distribution under consideration and time.

This is given as follows [56]:

h(t) = lim
x→0

1
x

FY (t + x)−FY (t))
1−FY (t)

(2.32)

= lim
x→0

1
x

[
1−RY (x|t)

]
=

f (t)
1−F(t)

Figure 2.5 shows the connection between the conditional probability

GY (X |t) for interrupting a PU, and the conditional probability RY (X |t) for

SU access opportunity using the intensity function h(t). One can observe

three relationships, namely A, B and C. A is constant, B is monotonically

increasing and C is monotonically decreasing.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the intensity function h(t)

Relationship B means that the process generating idle periods is subject

to aging. In other words, the conditional probability RY (x|t) is a decreas-

ing function of time, i.e., RY (x|t) is decreasing in 0 ≤ t < ∞ for all x ≥ 0.

Consequently, h(t) is an increasing function of time. From the PU system

viewpoint, this means that as the idle periods age it is highly likely that a

PU returns. This scenario is marked B in Figure 2.5.

Relationship A means that the process generating idle periods is subject

to randomization. This means that, conditional on the time t, the proba-

bility RY (x|t) over an additional time period x is the same regardless of the

present age t. This is marked with A in Figure 2.5. Hence, h(t) is constant

in 0≤ t < ∞ for all x≥ 0.

Relationship C means that the process generating idle periods is subject

to excess. This means that, conditional on the time t, the probability

RY (x|t) over an additional time period x increases in 0≤ t < ∞ for all x > 0.
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As a result, h(t) decreases and so does the probability of interruptions

(Figure 2.5).

Therefore, a timeout based strategy that has the distribution of the idle

periods as a parameter model should also be sensitive to these properties

of monotone decreasing, monotone increasing and constant. Specifically,

the consideration of the distribution for the idle period is taken from the

viewpoint of the intensity function h(t). Hereafter, the intensity function

h(t) is viewed as a sufficient statistic for describing the idle periods for the

entire range of time.

2.5 Adaptive Control Techniques

This section is dedicated to the study of practical schemes for controlling

SU access with respect to their sensitivity to monotone increasing, mono-

tone decreasing and constant properties of the idle periods. These includes

uniform distribution, generalized Pareto distribution, and exponential dis-

tribution. Based on the assumption that a spectrum manager has complete

a priori knowledge about the entire channel utilization trace, the availabil-

ity of such schemes enables the actual implementation of an ideal secondary

access protocol.

2.5.1 Exponential based Timeouts

From the viewpoint of constant intensity function of the idle periods h(t),
the exponential distribution can be regarded as the only distribution with

constant intensity function [57]. Typically, the exponential distribution of

idle periods arises naturally, when the arrival process of a PU flow in the

channel can be assimilated to a Poisson process [57]. The constant intensity
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function h(t) means that the conditional probability of a new PU arrival in

a short period (t +dt), taken as h(t)dt, is the same regardless of the present

age t.

Let E[Y ] denote the parameter of the idle period exponentials with the

following properties:

fY (t) =
1

E[Y ]
exp
(
− t

E[Y ]

)
, FY (t) = 1− exp

(
− t

E[Y ]

)
, E[Y ]≥ 0 (2.33)

h(t) =
f (t)

1−F(t)
(2.34)

= E[Y ]

The secondary access in this case is such that as soon as the idle period

starts, a SU is immediately put into ON state by closing its switch. After

a timeout of XEX seconds, it can be transitioned into OFF state to wait

until the beginning of detected idle period. The algorithm described above

is then repeated. The timeout in this case is obtained as follows:

FY (XEX) =
∫ XEX

0

1
E[Y ]

exp
(
− t

E[Y ]

)
dt (2.35)

= q

XEX =−E[Y ] ln(1−q)

The capacity PS of the access scheme using this algorithm is therefore

given by:
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PS ≡ FY (XEX) = q (2.36)

2.5.2 Uniform based Timeouts

From the viewpoint of increasing intensity function h(t), the conditional

probability of a new PU arrival in a short period (t +dt), taken as h(t)dt, is

an increasing function of time t, and therefore aging is forced. The uniform

distribution is one example in the class of distributions that have this type

of intensity function [57].

Let the interval [0,a] be the parameter characteristic of the idle periods

with uniform distribution. We have the following properties:

fY (t) =


1
a

if 0≤ t ≤ a (2.37a)

0 otherwise (2.37b)

FY (t) =


0 if t < 0 (2.38a)
t
a

if 0≤ t ≤ a (2.38b)

0 if t > 0 (2.38c)

E[Y ] =
a
2

(2.39)

h(t) =
f (t)

1−F(t)
(2.40)

=
1

a− t
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The intensity function is therefore an increasing function of time.

The secondary access in this case is such that, as soon as the idle period

starts, immediately a SU is put in ON state by closing the channel switch

for XUN seconds. When the timeout expires, it can be transitioned into the

OFF state by opening the switch to wait until the beginning of idle period

is detected, and the algorithm described above is repeated. The timeout in

this case is obtained as follows:

P(Y < XUN) = q (2.41)∫ XUN

0
fY (t)dt = q

XUN = q a

The capacity PS of the access scheme when using this algorithm has the

following expression:

PS =
E
[

min(XUN ,Y )
]

E[Y ]
(2.42)

=
2
a

∫
∞

0
P
(

min(XUN ,Y ) > t
)
dt

=
2
a

∫ XUN

0
P(Y > t)dt

=
2
a

∫ XUN

0

(
1−FY (t)

)
dt

=
2 XUN

a
−
(XUN

a

)2

= q (2−q)
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2.5.3 Generalized Pareto based Timeouts

From the viewpoint of the decreasing intensity function h(t), the conditional

probability of a new PU arrival in a short period (t + dt), taken as h(t)dt,
is a decreasing function of time t, and therefore excess is in force. The idle

periods satisfying such properly have the so-called heavy tailed distribution

property [58]. The generalized Pareto distribution is one example in the

class of heavy-tailed distributions.

Let the shape index k 6= 0 and the scale factor σ be the parameters

characteristic of the idle periods with generalized Pareto distribution. We

have the following properties:

FY (t,k,σ) = 1−
(

1 +
kt
σ

)− 1
k
; k 6= 0, σ ≥ 0 (2.43)

fY (t,k,σ) =
1
σ

(
1 +

kt
σ

)−1− 1
k
; k 6= 0, σ ≥ 0 (2.44)

E[Y ] =
σ

1− k
; 0≤ k < 1 (2.45)

h(t) =
σ2

σ + kt
(2.46)

The secondary access in this case is such that as soon as the idle period

starts, immediately a SU is put in OFF state by opening its switch for XGN

seconds. When the timeout expires, it can be transitioned into the ON

state until an interruption to PU is detected on the channel. The timeout

in this case is obtained as follows:
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P(Y < XGEN) = 1−q (2.47)∫ Xwa f e

0
fY (t)dt = 1−q

XGEN =
σ

k

(
q−k−1

)

The performance characteristic PS of this scheme is such that:

PS = 1− E
[

min(XGEN ,Y )
]

E[Y ]
(2.48)

= 1− 1
E[Y ]

∫
∞

0
P
(

min(XGEN ,Y ) > t
)
dt

= 1− 1
E[Y ]

∫ XGEN

0

(
1−FY (t)

)
dt

= q1−k

2.6 Robust Control Techniques

In this section, we study robust control techniques with reference to the

uncertainty introduced by considering the fact that in most real world sce-

narios there is little knowledge about the distribution i.e., either unknown

distribution or non-stationary. Hence, it is highly desirable to implement

timeout controls that are insensitive to precise distribution information

about the idle periods, also referred to as robust timeout controls. The

availability of such schemes would enable the implementation of secondary

access protocol capable of online adaptation.
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2.6.1 Problem Description

We denote by ε a near future event that we want to predict, i.e., ε =

{Y ≤ Xpred}. Also, we denote by υ the past event whose occurrence is

used to make prediction about the near future event ε. By taking into

account uncertain predictions, the conditional probability P(ε|υ) represents

the uncertain probability PS after a history of past observations denoted

the event υ .

We call ideal predictor the one with complete a priori knowledge about

the entire utilization trace:

PS = q (2.49)

The predictor of practical interest is defined by comparing its perfor-

mance to that of the ideal predictor so that a zero coverage error condition

holds:

PS(υ |ε) = q + zero coverage error (2.50)

This is hereafter referred to as a predictor with zero coverage error.

We pose the problem of finding such a predictor whose availability would

enable the implementation of zero coverage error timeouts for secondary

access management.

2.6.2 The Family of Exponential based Techniques

By taking into consideration the memoryless property of the exponential

distribution, the case of having limited information about idle periods dis-

tribution of the channel occupancy by PU can be approximated to the

family of exponential distributions with unknown parameter λ .
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Let {Y1, ...,Yn} denote a random sample of size n from an exponential

population with unknown parameter λ and density fYi(t). We use subscripts

to indicate that the past observed idle periods occur in sequence, where

n indicates the latest observed idle period. Let λ and n be respectively

the scale parameter and the shape parameter characteristic of the gamma

distribution [57]. It follows that a period V from the onset of the history of

idle periods to the nth occurrence is Gamma distributed with density fV (t)
and parameter n and λ . That means, we have:

V =
n

∑
0

Yi, fYi(t) =
1
λ

exp(− t
λ

), fV (t) =
tn−1

Γ(n) λ n−1 exp(− t
λ

), t ≥ 0

(2.51)

According to our notation, the observed event υ can be written as:

υ = {Yn,Yn−1, ...,Y1} (2.52)

so that the predicted timeout Xpred can be obtained from the past history

by a regression equation:

Xpred = rn(q)
n

∑
0

Yi (2.53)

Given a new exponential idle period Y , the near future event ε that we

want to predict can be written as:

ε =
{

Y ≤ rn(q)
n

∑
0

Yi

}
(2.54)

Therefore the probability PS(ε|υ) can be written as:
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PS(ε|υ) = P
(

Y ≤ rn(q)V
)

(2.55)

= 1−
∫

∞

o
(1−FYi) fV (t) dt

= 1−
∫

∞

o

tn−1

Γ(n) λ n exp
(
− rn(q) t

λ

)
exp(− t

λ
)

= 1−
∫

∞

o

tn−1

Γ(n) λ n exp
(
−
(
1 + rn(q)

) t
λ

)
= 1−

(
1 + rn(q)

)−n

×
∫

∞

0

tn−1
(
1 + rn(q)

)n

Γ(n) λ n exp
(
−
(
1 + rn(q)

) t
λ

)
= 1−

(
1 + rn(q)

)−n

The performance characteristic can be obtained by using the equivalence

relation Equation 2.50 such that a timeout that takes on a value

Xpred =
(

(1−q)−
1
n −1

) n

∑
0

Yi (2.56)

also satisfies a zero coverage error prediction, and hereafter it is referred to

as zero coverage error timeout.

2.7 Numerical Results

In this section, we evaluate the channel capacity PS for the studied timeout-

based schemes of secondary access. We start with the experimental setup

from which we derive the system parameters used to evaluate the secondary
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access. Following, numerical results are reported to examine the analytical

capacity of the studied schemes.

2.7.1 Experimental Network Setup

We evaluate the analytical throughput PB for a 11 Mbps WLAN! (WLAN!)

cell shared by N PU hosts, operating at heavy utilization and congestion

state.

If we neglect the propagation times, Table 2.1 shows the overall trans-

mission time of a single packet being sent by a single PU host over a WLAN

cell of size N = 1. The selection of the parameter values was made according

Table 2.1: Setting of a WLAN Packet, r = 1, 2, 5.5 ; R = 11 Mbps

SIFS 10 µs

DIFS 50 µs

σ -slot 20 µs

PHY header(short) 96 µs

PHY header(long) 192 µs

MAC header 272 bits

ACK 112 bits

packet payload 12000 bits

overheadr 10 + 50 + 2 × 192 + (272 + 112)/r

overheadR 10 + 50 + 2 × 96 + (272 + 112)/R

packet time (Lr) overheadr + payload/r

packet time (LR) overheadR + payload/R
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to the IEEE 802.11b MAC protocol for the CSMA/CA base access model.

The possible data rates for IEEE 802.11b products are: 1, 2, 5.5 and 11

Mbps. For the load configuration L, a pair (LR : Lr) is taken to denote a

class of two WLAN packet sizes constructed as follows: (i) the lowest fea-

sible data rate r varies in the range 1 , 2, 5.5, 11 Mbps, and (ii) the highest

feasible data rate R is fixed to 11 Mbps. Hence, the possible packet size

classes are (11:11), (11:5.5), (11:2), and (11:1). Similarly, a pair (N f −Ns)

is taken to denote a PU network of size N, made of (N−1) fast PU hosts

transmitting at R and one slow PU host transmitting at r.

Assuming a packet payload of size 12000 bits being transmitted, the

actual busy time E[Z], the analytical throughput PB along with the cumu-

lative throughput N×PB are reported as the estimate of the MAC protocol

capacity in Tables 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5, respectively. This is for each packet

size class (LR : Lr) and the PU network size ranging from N = 1 to N = 10.

Also, the channel utilization U and the minimum p-value are reported as

protocol parameters.

It is observed that all PU hosts have the same throughput PB that de-

creases with the network size N. Also, it is observed that the PU throughput

PB is heavily affected by the presence of at least one slow PU host that cap-

tures the channel for long times because its bit rate is low. Yet, the network

size ranked by majority is made of PU hosts using the highest feasible data

rate. Such behavior is inherent of the CSMA protocol used by PUs and

thus inherently affects the design of secondary access schemes.
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Table 2.2: Protocol with (LR : Lr) = (11 : 11) Mbps

Network Protocol Protocol

size parameter capacity Mbps

N N f−Ns pmin U E[Z] ms PB N×PB

1 0−1 1.0000 1.0000 1.377 8.71 8.71

2 1−1 0.1075 0.9462 3.492 3.89 7.77

3 2−1 0.0637 0.9377 4.715 2.55 7.64

4 3−1 0.0455 0.9338 6.337 1.89 7.57

5 4−1 0.0354 0.9316 7.958 1.51 7.54

6 5−1 0.0290 0.9302 9.578 1.25 7.52

7 6−1 0.0246 0.9292 11.198 1.07 7.50

8 7−1 0.0213 0.9284 12.818 0.94 7.49

9 8−1 0.0188 0.9279 14.438 0.83 7.48

10 9−1 0.0169 0.9274 16.057 0.75 7.47
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Table 2.3: Protocol with (LR : Lr) = (11 : 5.5) Mbps

Network Protocol Protocol

size parameter capacity Mbps

N N f−Ns pmin U E[Z] ms PB N×PB

1 0−1 1.0000 1.0000 2.695 4.45 4.45

2 1−1 0.0902 0.9549 4.477 2.68 5.36

3 2−1 0.0561 0.9450 6.118 1.96 5.88

4 3−1 0.0412 0.9399 7.747 1.55 6.20

5 4−1 0.0327 0.9368 9.372 1.28 6.40

6 5−1 0.0271 0.9347 10.995 1.09 6.55

7 6−1 0.0232 0.9331 12.617 0.95 6.66

8 7−1 0.0202 0.9320 14.238 0.84 6.74

9 8−1 0.0180 0.9311 15.859 0.76 6.81

10 9−1 0.0162 0.9303 17.479 0.69 6.87
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Table 2.4: Protocol with (LR : Lr) = (11 : 2) Mbps

Network Protocol Protocol

size parameter capacity Mbps

N N f−Ns pmin U E[Z] ms PB N×PB

1 0−1 1.0 1.0 6.636 1.81 1.81

2 1−1 0.066 0.967 8.579 1.4 2.8

3 2−1 0.0435 0.9571 10.265 1.17 3.51

4 3−1 0.0333 0.9512 11.919 1.01 4.03

5 4−1 0.0272 0.9472 13.561 0.88 4.42

6 5−1 0.023 0.9442 15.196 0.79 4.74

7 6−1 0.02 0.9419 16.827 0.71 4.99

8 7−1 0.0178 0.94 18.455 0.65 5.2

9 8−1 0.0159 0.9385 20.081 0.6 5.38

10 9−1 0.0145 0.9373 21.706 0.55 5.53
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Table 2.5: Protocol with (LR : Lr) = (11 : 1) Mbps

Network Protocol Protocol

size parameter capacity Mbps

N N f−Ns pmin U E[Z] ms PB N×PB

1 0−1 1.0 1.0 12.828 0.94 0.94

2 1−1 0.0504 0.9748 14.959 0.8 1.6

3 2−1 0.0342 0.9662 16.706 0.72 2.15

4 3−1 0.0268 0.9605 18.401 0.65 2.61

5 4−1 0.0223 0.9563 20.072 0.6 2.99

6 5−1 0.0192 0.9531 21.729 0.55 3.31

7 6−1 0.017 0.9505 23.377 0.51 3.59

8 7−1 0.0152 0.9483 25.020 0.48 3.84

9 8−1 0.0138 0.9465 26.659 0.45 4.05

10 9−1 0.0127 0.9449 28.294 0.42 4.24
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Table 2.6: q-values at different packet size classes

q-values vs normalized PB for various (LR : Lr) Mbps; P̄I = 0.042

(11:11) (11:5.5) (11:2) (11:1)

N PB q PB q PB q PB q

1 0.792 0.011 0.809 0.01 0.904 0.0040 0.935 0.0030

2 0.353 0.076 0.325 0.087 0.215 0.152 0.134 0.27

3 0.231 0.138 0.214 0.153 0.146 0.243 0.094 0.403

4 0.172 0.2 0.161 0.281 0.115 0.32 0.077 0.501

5 0.137 0.262 0.129 0.343 0.096 0.392 0.066 0.586

6 0.114 0.324 0.108 0.406 0.083 0.46 0.059 0.663

7 0.097 0.386 0.093 0.468 0.073 0.526 0.054 0.735

8 0.085 0.448 0.082 0.468 0.066 0.591 0.049 0.805

9 0.076 0.51 0.073 0.53 0.06 0.656 0.046 0.874

10 0.068 0.572 0.066 0.593 0.055 0.72 0.042 0.941
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Table 2.7: X-values generating the timeouts ms

X-values for various (LR : Lr) Mbps

(11:11) (11:5.5) (11:2) (11:1)

EX UN GE EX UN GE EX UN GE EX UN GE

0.4 0.9 305 0.4 0.8 321 0.2 0.4 464 0.1 0.2 563

3.2 6.1 108 3.6 6.9 99.7 6.6 12.2 67.5 12.6 21.6 41.3

6.0 11.1 72.3 6.6 12.2 67.1 11.2 19.5 45.6 20.6 32.2 26.3

8.9 16.0 54.1 9.8 17.4 50.5 15.5 25.6 34.6 27.8 40.1 19.1

12.2 21.0 42.5 13.2 22.4 39.8 19.9 31.3 27.3 35.2 46.8 14.3

19.5 25.9 34.2 16.8 27.5 32.0 24.6 36.8 21.9 43.5 53.0 10.7

23.8 30.9 27.8 20.8 32.5 26.1 29.9 42.1 17.6 53.2 58.8 7.9

23.8 35.8 22.7 25.3 37.5 21.3 35.8 47.3 14.0 65.5 64.4 5.4

28.5 40.8 18.6 30.2 42.4 17.3 42.6 52.4 11.0 82.8 69.9 3.3

33.9 45.7 15.0 35.9 47.4 14.0 50.9 57.6 8.4 113 75.3 1.5
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Figure 2.6: Performance of exponential based timeouts

2.7.2 The Impact of Idle Period Distributions

In the following, we examine the effect of the idle period distributions using

the analytical capacity PS for the studied timeout-based schemes control-

ling the secondary access. As reference distributions for idle period, we

consider three distributions with the same mean E[Y ] = 30 ms: the expo-

nential distribution with parameter E[Y ], the uniform distribution over the

interval
[
0, 2×E[Y ]

]
, and the generalized Pareto distribution with param-
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Figure 2.7: Performance of uniform based timeouts

eter k = 0.01 and σ = 0.4. In all cases studied, the threshold on the packet

loss for the service provided by PUs is set to 0.042 packet/ms. The selection

of these parameters are not crucial, they can be thought of as representative

of a general behavior of the network.

To evaluate the analytical capacity PS, we start with the characteriza-

tion of the idle distribution of Y at X , FY (X) (Equation 2.28), computed

using the q-value solving for PI = P̄I (Equation 2.29). For each packet size

class (LR,Lr), together with the normalized values of PB, the q-values that

are used for the evaluation of the analytical capacity PS are reported in

Table 2.6 by varying the network size N. The X-values generating the
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Figure 2.8: Performance of generalized Pareto based timeouts

timeouts for each idle period distribution are reported in Table 2.7 under

the notations marked as EX−exponential, UN−uniform, GE−generalized

Pareto.

Figure 2.6 shows the analytical capacity PS for the exponential-based

timeouts. According to Table 2.6, a maximum level of 0.042 laid on the PU

packet loss PI, when SUs are transmitting, corresponds to the maximum

level within which interference caused in the PU network by SUs can be

tolerable. The effect perceived by PU hosts in this situation is that the loss

in PI is a lot less when all PUs have perfect transmission conditions than

when there is at least one PU experiencing a poor transmission quality. In
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all cases the loss in PI increases gradually with N.

On the other hand, Figure 2.6 represents the tradeoffs between maxi-

mum interference to a PU and maximum throughput obtained by SU. As

loss tolerance of a PU increases with the number of contending hosts N,

the effect is that throughput PS for SUs increases with N. Similarly, as loss

tolerance of a PU increases with the presence of a least one PU host ex-

periencing bad channel conditions (i.e., slow PU), the effect is throughput

increase in PS for SUs as the data rate used by the slow PU decreases to

lower values in response to the experience of bad channel conditions. For

example, it is observed that the better performance in PS has the conse-

quence that the interruptions effect is greatest to the PU host transmitting

with a lower rate, but this particular host has a maximum interruption

probability that is tolerable.

Furthermore, Figure 2.7 shows the analytical capacity PS for the uniform-

based timeouts. It is observed that the extension to uniform idle period

distribution gives a better performance in PS as compared to that of the

exponential based timeouts.

Figure 2.8 shows the analytical capacity PS for the generalized Pareto

based timeouts.ls It is observed that the extension to generalized Pareto

idle period distribution also gives better performance in PS as compared to

that of the exponential based timeouts.

2.7.3 The Impact of Zero Coverage Error Timeouts

We examine the effect of zero coverage error timeouts for controlling sec-

ondary accesses on the channel by using a simulation example. In the

simulation, we generate n consecutive idle periods. The length of each idle

period is continuous and follows the exponential distribution with unknown
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Table 2.8: Zero coverage error timeouts

Sample Zero Coverage Errors

q-value n λ = 10 λ = 20 λ = 30

q = 0.403 50 -0.0109 -0.0110 -0.0108

100 -0.0055 -0.0055 -0.0054

250 -0.0022 -0.0022 -0.0022

500 -0.0013 -0.0011 -0.0011

q = 0.63 50 -0.0124 -0.0124 -0.0124

100 -0.0062 -0.0063 -0.0062

250 -0.0025 -0.0025 -0.0025

500 -0.0012 -0.0013 -0.0013

q = 0.94 50 -0.0124 -0.0124 -0.0123

100 -0.0063 -0.0063 -0.0063

250 -0.0025 -0.0025 -0.0025

500 -0.0013 -0.0013 -0.0013
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parameter λ . Taking the sample size as n = 10,50,100,200,500 and the q-

values as 0.403,0.63,0.94, table 2.8 shows the approximate zero coverage

errors for different values of λ . In the table, each point is obtained by com-

puting Xpred (Equation 2.56) and using the difference PS(ε|υ)−q = 0 over

10000 trails.

It is observed that the zero coverage error timeouts are insensitive to

the choice of the parameter λ . It is also observed that the accuracy of the

coverage errors increases roughly by n orders of magnitude with the increase

in sample size.

2.8 Summary

Efficient transmission strategies for a single SU that uses a listen-before-talk

protocol as access scheme in the presence of distributed, dynamic channels

occupied by primary user PUs has been studied. A statistical characteri-

zation of cognitive channel model has been developed, and the statistical

properties in terms of PUs traffic are reported. The timeout-based tech-

niques have been studied in two main classes. These are: (i) where the

strategies are developed based on perfect knowledge about functional form

of the distribution function for the random variable idle period, and (ii)

where the strategy is developed based on limited information about the

functional form of the distribution function for the random variable idle

period. We have demonstrated the use of our technique on numerical ex-

amples with nominal system parameters.
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Chapter 3

Spectrum Opportunity
Exploitation

Abstract

In this chapter, the second DSA model considered in the dissertation is

presented. Efficient transmission strategies for a single SU that uses a

slotted protocol as access scheme are studied in the presence of parallel,

dynamic channels already occupied by PUs traffic. In every time slot,

a channel is selected and the probability of transmission in the selected

channel is estimated by using local information about the quality of these

channels. A SU transmits in a probabilistic manner in the selected channel

based on this estimate. A Markovian decision model that embeds such a

problem in its control actions is formulated. Optimal decision rules are

found. The protocol capability in terms of throughput for SUs and loss at

PUs is expressed as reward and cost tradeoffs of the resulting Markovian

decision processes. Numerical results on the performance of the suggested

access protocols are shown for nominal system parameters. An extension to
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multiple access schemes is include to study multi-user efficient transmission

strategies.

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Overview

The fundamental objective of spectrum management is to maximize the

use of spectrum [59]. This has generally been taken to be the use of the

spectrum by avoiding any incidents of interference [60]. Each station is

equipped with a radio unit and a control unit. A procedure is invoked to

perform the packet switching functions so as to establish the communication

between geographically separated hosts or users. This procedure is known

as MAC protocol [61]. Recent measurement studies on the actual spectrum

utilization have revealed that this approach uses much more spectrum than

actually needed [62].

Cognitive radio technology offers support to new users with access to

the existing crowded spectrum but underutilized in practice [63]. In par-

ticular, the use of CR supported by the DSA policy has been considered in

the context of secondary sharing of the spectrum by SUs with PUs entitled

to protection [64]. The objective is that the sharing is transparent, i.e.,

without the constraints of common protocols, or any degree of informa-

tion sharing, or even the awareness of other users. By doing so, the radio

spectrum can be reused in an opportunistic manner for improved spectrum

utilization.

Since reliability and performance can be traded off in communications

systems, we can say that classical MAC techniques guarantee maximum

safety by trading off spectrum utilization. In contrast, DSA techniques have
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the potential to maximize the spectrum utilization by trading off spectrum

safety. Hence, the design of CR networks places much more emphasis on

the confidence of no interference as the primary objective, leaving other

performance metrics as secondary objectives.

3.1.2 Motivation

Additive inter-user interference at receivers is an important physical layer

characteristic of wireless networks. Based on this, traditional wireless MAC

treats simultaneous transmissions by two nearby wireless transmitters as

noise, because it leads to collision, which in turn destroys collided trans-

missions. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a form of

transmission that uses a large number of close spaced channels [65]. The

signals on these channels are expected to interfere with each other, but, by

making the signals orthogonal to each other, there is no mutual interfer-

ence. We refer to such a flexibility in the physical layer characteristics as

parallelization.

Diverse traffic behavior of PUs in various channels results in diverse

channel opportunities for SUs. Therefore, parallelization is an important

feature of cognitive radio channels, where the channels are divided accord-

ing to the different behavior of PUs. Since the transmission quality of a

cognitive radio channel varies in time according to the occupancy of this

particular channel by a flow of PU packets, the channel variations corre-

spond to the occupancy of multiple parallel flows of PU packets traveling

on their respective channels. This means that a packet flow of PUs using

one channel does not affect any other flow using another channel. Here-

after, we use the term parallel, dynamic channels by referring to spectrum

occupancy variations across time and channels.
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In such a system, a SU could possibly utilize the diversity of these

channels by selecting the best one to use for transmission [66,67] provided

that the loss at PUs is kept below some threshold. Transmitting on the

channel with a relatively favorable condition is referred to as opportunistic

access. To do so, it is desirable for the transmitter and/or receiver to

periodically obtain local information about the quality of the channels by

using spectrum sensing.

However, the process of sensing the entire spectrum at one time is chal-

lenging, because it is hardware demanding and consumes energy, especially

for battery powered users with bursty traffic. Instead, in many practical

situations, some but not all channels can be sensed at one time. The ef-

fect to SU access schemes is increased uncertainty in the process of channel

selection.

In the presence of channel selection uncertainty, a SU needs efficient

transmission strategies that determine which channel to use and when to

access it so as to maximize throughput for SUs subject to loss constraints

at PUs.

3.1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• We study efficient transmission strategies of a single SU that employs

a slotted protocol for opportunistic access of parallel, dynamic chan-

nels already occupied by PUs. Three classes of control of secondary

access are described as efficient transmission schemes to exploit these

channels.

• A general Markovian decision model is formulated by including the
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suggested classes of access control procedure as special cases to the

model. The protocol capacity, expressed in terms of throughput for

SUs and loss at PUs, is obtained in terms of cost and reward trade-offs

of the resulting decision processes.

• We generalize the single user problem of opportunistic access to a

multi-user access setting, where multiple SUs contend to access the

channels. A multi-user transmission strategy is described leading to

a Markov chain model of the system.

• It is shown that if the exact knowledge of the system states in known

to all CR hosts, it is possible to tune the multi-user strategy to an

optimal value from which we obtain maximum throughput and min-

imum delay performance by solving the induced Markov chains.

3.2 System Model

In this section, the system model is described. The statistical model of

cognitive radio channel and its properties are presented.

In the context of DSA, CR technology provides SUs with access to mul-

tiple channels that are orthogonal with each other, and already occupied by

PUs. For simplicity purposes, in Figure 3.1, we use filled circles marked R1,

R2, R3, R4, R5, R6 and R7, respectively, to represent the receiving activities

of PU hosts in a certain communication layout. The layout provides seven

channels, with a different PU in each. The open circles marked S1 and D1,

on the other hand, are the cognitive radio transmitter and receiver of one

SU pair, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Cognitive radio channel

Thus, it suffices for a transmitter to utilize the time-varying nature

of the multiple channels provision by opportunistically selecting the best

one to use for transmission, provided that the loss at PUs on the selected

channel is kept below a certain threshold. To do so, it is desirable for the

transmitter to periodically obtain information about the quality of these

channels by using spectrum sensing. For example, in Figure 3.1, we use

the dotted circle around the transmitter S1 to represent the sensing locality

associated with a CR transmitter. This means that, within this area, the

transmitter S1 can detect the transmissions of every PU and, at the same

time, every PU is sufficiently protected.
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In many practical situations, however, the process of sensing the entire

spectrum at one time is challenging, because it is hardware demanding and

consumes energy, especially for battery powered users with bursty traffic.

Consequently, some but not all channels can be sensed at one time.

For example, in Figure 3.1, the channels of PUs, within the sensing lo-

cality of a transmitter S1, are numbered according to the order in which

they are sensed. The effect to SU access schemes is increased uncertainty in

the process of channel selection. Therefore, a system designer is confronted

with the problem of searching efficient transmission means to balance the

aspirations for maximum performance for SUs and minimal loss at PUs

against immunity from uncertainties associated with spectrum sensing de-

ficiencies.

Our objective is, therefore, to design efficient transmission strategies

that determine which channel to use and when to access it so as to maximize

throughput for SUs subject to loss constraints at PUs, in the presence of

channel selection uncertainty.

3.2.1 Cognitive Radio Channel Model

We consider a typical ON-OFF cognitive radio channel associated with

the packet train model characteristic of PU traffic passing through a chan-

nel [68]. In a packet train model, multiple PU packets, possibly with various

lengths, are transmitted within a busy period of a queue from which the

packet train is departing. When all PU packets in the queue have been

transmitted, the channel becomes idle. The channel remains idle until the

arrival of the next packet, which starts the service time of the next packet

train.

Assume that the lengths of successive occurrences of busy period are in-
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dependent and exponentially distributed random variable with mean 1/µ,

and also that the lengths of successive occurrences of idle period are inde-

pendent and exponentially distributed random variable with mean 1/λ . It

follows that the model of channel occupancy by PUs reduces to a continu-

ous time Markov chain with state space {0 (idle),1 (busy)}. The generator

matrix is [56]:

Q =

−λ λ

µ −µ

 (3.1)

Hence

η(0) =
1

1−ρ
, η(1) =

ρ

1 + ρ
, ρ =

λ

µ
(3.2)

where the steady-state probability η(c) in state c ∈ {0, 1} completely spec-

ifies the channel whose occupancy state by PUs is observed to be c ∈
{idle (0), busy (1)}. Equivalently, it determines the channel whose transmis-

sion quality for SUs is c ∈ {ON (0), OFF (1)}. ρ < 1 is the traffic intensity

on the channel.

3.2.2 Channel Throughput

We assume that SUs employ a slotted access protocol with the probability

1 of transmitting in the ON channel and the probability 0 otherwise. The

time slots correspond to the transmission time of a packet used in the

system of SUs, whose duration is x seconds.

We are interested in counting the number of transmitted SU packets

that are successfully received at the SU receiver per time slot. This quantity

measures the protocol throughput for a single SU transmitter-receiver pair.

In particular, since the SU transmits only in the channel whose state is ON,

it follows that the throughput of the OFF channel is 0 packet per time slot.
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Moreover, we assume that a transmission attempted in the ON channel

is subject to interruption with a constant interruption rate λ , due to PU

returns to occupy the channel. Consequently, the following situations hap-

pen: (i) When a SU transmitter starts transmission in a time slot, and it

does not collide with the PU during its transmission, this event results in

one packet successfully received by the SU receiver; (ii) When a secondary

transmission that started with the PU absent experiences a transmission

overlap before it finishes transmission, because of PU return, it follows that

this particular packet is received in error at the SU receiver. The packet

error arises because of the assumption that any overlapping transmissions

among SUs and PUs results in the packets being destroyed.

Assuming stationarity conditions, we define the throughput in the chan-

nel whose state is c:

B(c) =

{
exp(−λx) ON channel (c = 0) (3.3a)

0 OFF channel (c = 1) (3.3b)

where exp(−λx) is the same as the probability of non-overlapping trans-

mission during a time interval x. Equivalently, it represents the probability

of a successful packet reception on a cognitive channel.

For such a single SU access protocol and a single channel occupied by

PUs, the average throughput U is given by:

U = ∑
c

B(c) η(c) (3.4)

3.2.3 Channel Loss

In the following, we are interested in counting the number of transmitted

PU packets that are received in error at the PU receiver in a time slot,
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as a result of overlapping transmissions between a SU and a PU. This

quantity measures the protocol loss at PUs caused by SUs, and it serves to

quantify the effect of the secondary sharing on the protection of PUs. Since

we assume perfect sensing, which means that the SU can always detect the

presence or absence of PUs before the execution of a transmission, and that

no transmission of SUs is attempted in the OFF channel, it follows that the

loss at PUs in the OFF channel is 0 packet error per slot. However, in the

ON channel, because of PU returns, the loss of 0 packet error per slot can

not be attained.

Let E be a random variable representing the number of slots before the

occurrence of an interference caused by a secondary transmission and Pe the

distribution of E. The random variable number of slots E is geometrically

distributed with parameter
(
1− exp(−λx)

)
, the probability that a packet

error occurs. Also, let F denote a random variable representing the number

of slots until the next PU packet is successfully transmitted. Hence, the

loss at PUs in the ON channel is given by the probability that the event E
occurs before the event F :

Prob(F > E) =
∞

∑
e=0

Pe Prob(F > e)

=
∞

∑
e=0

Pe Prob(at least e idle slots before first busy slot)

=
∞

∑
e=0

[(
1− exp(−λx)

)
exp(−λx)e

]
η(0)e

=
1− exp(−λx)

1− exp(−λx) η(0)
(3.5)

Assuming stationarity conditions, we define the loss at PUs in the chan-
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nel whose state is c:

A(c) =


1− exp(−λx)

1− exp(−λx) η(0)
ON channel (c = 0) (3.6a)

0 OFF channel (c = 1) (3.6b)

and the average system loss at PUs is given by

V = ∑
c

A(c) η(c) (3.7)

3.3 Mathematical Model

The details of the parallel nature of channels are hidden in the above model.

In the following, we consider such a channel model in the setting of multiple

channels. We consider a spectrum consisting of N parallel communication

channels for transmissions by PUs. By “parallel channels” we mean that

the use of one channel by a particular flow of PUs traffic does not affect the

use of any other flow on the channel. As access mode for cognitive radio,

we use a slotted transmission protocol.

3.4 Markov Decision Processes

Let C = {1, · · · , 2N} be an index set created from possible configurations

from which we define a continuous-time Markov chain modeling of spectrum

occupancy by PUs. In particular, a spectrum occupancy model consists of

N independent Markov chains. Each chain models the PU channel occu-

pancies 0(idle) and 1(busy) according to the pattern of PUs traffic flowing

the particular channel.

Equivalently, the two states model of channel occupancy determines the

transmission qualities for accessing the particular channel by SU during
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a time slot. Thus, such a process models the time varying transmission

conditions of the various channels at the flow-level where some channels

have good conditions (i.e., PU absents) and other have bad conditions (i.e.,

PU presents).

Consider a discrete time Markov chain C j(x) = [C1, C2, · · · ,CN ] of sens-

ing results indexed by j = 1, 2, · · · , 2N , which are observed at time points

x = 0, 1 ,2 , · · · , to be in one of possible transmission qualities of the various

channels. We refer to a generic random variable transmission quality of

a channel Ci as the channel state information. Let D = {d1, d2, · · · , dN}
be a set of possible actions that a SU host can execute by using a slotted

transmission protocol based on the knowledge of the channel states infor-

mation Ci. We assume perfect sensing by a SU host, i.e., one can always

detect the presence or absence of PUs on a channel, and the sensing time

is negligible. Therefore, the action di(k) = i taken at the beginning of time

slot k indicates that a channel i, whose state information takes on an idle

outcome, is selected by a SU host to deliver its transmission.

Given prior knowledge of the channel states information C j and the

action di to be realized, B : C → [0,1] represents the channel output rate

function. A value Bi summarizes the level of performance for SUs following

the action di = i, which is a random variable as well. The randomness comes

from the time varying conditions of the channel i. Usually, the better the

channel condition, the larger the value of Bi. Typically, Bi(c) represents

the probability of transmission success attained on a channel whose state

information is known as (Ci = c). Similarly, Ai(c) represents the loss at PUs

on channel i, whose state information is known as (Ci = c).

The controlled stochastic process {C j(x),di(x)}, with channel states in-

formation C j(x) and control variables di(x), both function of time x =

0, 1 , · · · , forms the Markov decision model for a multi-channel opportunistic
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spectrum access network.

3.4.1 Dynamic Access Control Procedures

By dynamic access control procedure we mean a rule that prescribes the

decision di based on the knowledge of channel states information Ci, for

each i = 1 ,2 , · · · , N. We denote such a rule π, and it is referred to as the

channel selection strategy of the Markovian decision model for multichannel

opportunistic access networks. Specifically, a strategy π is an algorithm,

where for each possible configuration of idle-busy channels, the control ac-

tion di(π) identifies the channel i that may be used to deliver a secondary

transmission. When π decides using channel i to send a transmission, the

channel output rate is Bi. Thus, a fixed strategy π governs the channel

selection in each slot, and the corresponding control variable di(π) denotes

the decision one would make knowing the channel state information Ci by

following π.

3.4.2 Performance Criterion

The two important dimensions along which a strategy π for opportunistic

access of PU channels can be evaluated are: the throughput for SUs that

measures the efficiency of secondary sharing of the channels and the loss

constraint at PUs that quantifies the protection guarantee provided to PU

hosts on their respective channels. The throughput U(π) for SUs is the

average fraction of transmitted packets that are successfully received at the

SU receiver. This serves to indicate the efficiency of secondary sharing of

the channels.
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U(π) = lim
K→∞

Eπ

[
K
∑

k=1
Bπ(k)

]
K

(3.8)

where the expectation Eπ [·] is taken over the probability distribution in-

duced by π, and Bπ(k) is the channel output rate of π in time slot k.

At the same time, we define the loss V (π) at PUs by the average fraction

of transmitted PU packets in a given channel that are received in error at

the PU receiver as a result of collisions among a SU and PUs. The loss

constraint is a maximum level α laid on the loss at PUs on a given channel.

In the absence of the channel selection uncertainty, we say that a strat-

egy π is the optimum strategy or simple performance-maximizer, denoted by

πo, when the system with this strategy attempts to maximize the through-

put for SUs subject to the loss constraint at PUs:

π
o = argmax

π
U(π) subject to V (π)≤ α (3.9)

3.4.3 Positive Robustness

The notion of robust-satisfying strategy consists of finding a strategy that

enhances the system immunity to uncertainty arising from the channel se-

lection process [69]. Under the optimal strategy πo, let U∗ be the optimum

throughput for a cognitive radio attained by using the perfect knowledge

about the channel states information. Similarly, let U(π) be an unknown

actual throughput for a cognitive radio for these channels. We are aware

that the actual throughput U(π) may deviate from the optimum through-

put U∗. We denote by A(R) a set of all available designs from which we

must choose the strategy π. A(R) represents a family of sets of U-values,
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all containing the optimum-throughput U∗ and whose deviation from the

optimum-throughput is bounded by R.

A(R) =
{

U : |U(π)−U∗| ≤ R
}
, R≥ 0 (3.10)

If there is only one design specification for performance, then the performance-

maximization option πo is the unique possibility. Thus:

R= 0 means that A(0) =
{

U∗
}

(3.11)

As R increases, the set of available designs becomes more inclusive, that

is:

R>R′ means that A(R)⊆A(R′) (3.12)

We refer to a control design as being robust-satisfying for which a strat-

egy π∆ is selected satisfying a feasible system-performance, that is, with a

positive robustness.

3.5 Perfect Information State Procedures

In this section, we analyze the mathematical model of the channels based on

the assumption that a cognitive radio has complete knowledge about chan-

nel states information, i.e., perfect information state. This may arise in the

case the sensing front-end of a cognitive radio supports broadband sensing.

A cognitive radio is then provided with the capability to simultaneously

observe all N channels at the beginning of every time slot.

Consider N parallel channels already occupied and underutilized by

PUs. Each of them evolves as an independent and identically distributed,
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continuous-time Markov chain with state space {0(idle),1(busy)}. For a

channel i, the mean holding times in state 0 and state 1 are λi and µi,

respectively, with steady-state probability of state 0 and 1 being ηi(0) and

ηi(1), respectively.

As access mode, we use a time slotted protocol with parameter π =

[d1, d2, · · · , dN ]. We assume that the time it takes to go through the sensing-

transmission process is within the duration of one time slot. In a randomly

chosen time slot, the channel throughput Bi(c) is the probability that the

considered time slot contains one successful transmission for a SU host,

delivered by the channel i whose state information is Ci = c. The channel

loss Ai(c) is the probability that the considered time slot contains one packet

error at PUs in the channel i whose state information is also Ci = c.

When acting according to π, a SU host emits one flow using the N
channels that are available to it. The problem facing a SU host is to choose

a value for π so as to attain maximum throughput U(π) and, at the same

time, to ensure that the loss Vi(π) at PUs in channel i, generated by the

strategy π, is kept below some threshold value α. In essence, the strategy

π is such that associated with each channel i there is a positive number

between 0 and 1, pi ∈ [0,1], representing the long run fraction of time slots

to be assigned to this particular channel.

We say that these N channels are stochastically ordered if there is a

permutation {1, 2, · · · , N} of the N channels such that, for all i, j, if i < j,
the throughput at channel i is greater than the throughput at channel j,
(Bi ≥ B j). The additional information, whether the channels are stochas-

tically ordered or not, enables us to divide the access model into two sub-

classes, namely the ordered channels information and independent channels

information.
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Figure 3.2: Ordered channels information for multi-channel cognitive

radio

3.5.1 Ordered Channels Information (OCI)

Based on the ordered channels information, which, in our case, is the best

model available about the channel selection process, it is of particular inter-

est to choose a strategy πo maximizing throughput for SU U(π) while the

packet error rates of PU flows are satisfactory supported on their respective

channels. We refer to such a strategy as throughput-maximizer or simply

Ordered Channels Information (OCI).

Under an OCI procedure, a cognitive radio is provided with a list of

N ordered channels. A sensing outcome under such a procedure is gen-

erated at time slots x = 0, 1, 2, · · · , and it consists of the latest N-tuple[
C1(x),C2(x), · · · ,CN(x)

]
of 0s and 1s. A value of 0 in the i-th position taken
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by Ci indicates that the channel i is deemed idle, i.e., the channel state in-

formation realizes in a good transmission quality. Since the system is i.i.d.

across slots, maximizing the system throughput is equivalent to maximizing

the expected throughput in each slot. For notation simplicity, we consider

a generic time slot and drop the time x from the notation.

The rational of the OCI procedure is that, since a channel can deliver

a transmission only after knowing the channel state information, provided

that the channels are ordered, the system throughput is maximized by

transmitting at the first channel deemed idle. We only need to maintain

the first channel whose state information takes on an idle outcome.

Let us define Pi as a set of channels whose states information have

been seen so far through sensing in a time slot, where i indicates that the

system has already found out the states of i channels. Denote by u the best

achievable channel condition seen among the channels in Pi. We say of

such a system to be in state (Pi,u). That is, we are to choose a probability

of stopping at channel i, which is typically ηi(0), 0 ≤ ηi(0) ≤ 1, for each

i = 1, 2, · · · , N. For instance, in state (P1,u), the channel in position 1 is

the first to be sensed and given that the state of the first channel comes

out idle, η1(0) represents the probability of stopping after the first sensing

attempt, and so on.

Figure 3.2 gives a simple illustration of acting according to the OCI

procedure. Thus, the OCI procedure has the following possible actions in

state (Pi,u):

1) Select the best probed channel (i.e., a channel whose state is deemed

idle, say i) and with probability di a transmission is done on the

channel.

2) Probe one more channel among the remaining (N− i) channels. In
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this case, the system state (Pi,u) changes to (Pi+1,u∨Ci+1). Ci+1 is

the state of the sensed channel newly included and Pi+1 =Pi∪{i+1}.
The factor a∨b denotes max(a,b).

3) Otherwise, the transmitter remains silent.

Hence, the OCI procedure determines the probability distribution over

the respective channels i at which stopping occurs:[
p1(C1), p2(C1,C2), · · · , pN(C1,C2, · · · ,CN)

]
where pi(C1,C2, · · · ,CN) determines the probability mass of stopping at

channel i, and it is given by:

p1 = η1(0) (3.13)

...

pN =

(N−1

∏
i=1

(
1−ηi(0)

))
ηN(0)

Let ∆(α) denote the set of all admissible channel selection strategies,

that is, the set of di for which the loss constraint α at PUs is satisfactory

met. A fixed value α, which determines the maximum level on the loss Vi(π)

at PUs in channel i, results in each channel i solving for the di satisfying:

∆(α) =
{

di : Vi(π) = α

}
, ∀i (3.14)

It follows that, if Vi are uniquely specified for all i, one can find di by

using a simple linear program:

di =


α

piAi(0)
if Vi > α, ∀i (3.15a)

1 otherwise (3.15b)
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In response to the demand for maximum performance, one can find the

maximum system throughput UOCI(π) obtainable with OCI to be:

UOCI(π) =
N

∑
i=1

pidiBi(0) (3.16)

=
N

∑
i=1

Bi(0) α̂i

Ai(0)
, α̂i = min

{
α, pi Ai(0)

}
(3.17)

3.5.2 Independent Channels Information State

The statistical independent information of the channels entails the best

model of the system in ∆(α) as well. That is, one can find another channel

selection strategy πo ∈ ∆(α) that maximizes the throughput performance

criterion. We refer to such a strategy as Independent Channels Information

(ICI).

Under an ICI procedure, a cognitive radio is provided with a list of N
independent channels, as well. A sensing outcome under such a procedure

is generated at time slots x = 0, 1, 2, · · · , and consists of the latest N-tuple

[C1(x),C2(x), · · · ,CN(x)] of 0s and 1s. A value of 0 in the i-th position taken

by Ci indicates that the channel i is deemed idle, i.e., the channel state

information realizes in a good channel condition. Since the system is i.i.d.

across slots, maximizing the system throughput is equivalent to maximizing

the expected throughput in every slot. For notation simplicity, we consider

a generic time slot and drop the time x from the notation.

Let Pu be a set of channels whose state information Ci realizes in good

transmission quality after sensing, where u indicates the number of channels
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Figure 3.3: Statistical independent channels information for multi-

channel cognitive radio

with good transmission quality. We denote by i the channel index whose

state information results in the best channel condition among the channels

in Pu. Ties are broken arbitrary. We say of this system to be in state (Pu, i),
that is, with probability ηi(0), 0 ≤ ηi(0) ≤ 1, the channel i is idle, for all

i = 1, 2, · · · , N.

Figure 3.2 gives a simple illustration of acting according to the ICI

procedure. Thus, the ICI procedure has the following possible actions in

state (Pu, i):

1) if u = 1, then state (P1, i) contains only one element so that the strat-

egy selects channel i and with, probability di,1, a transmission is done

on the channel.

2) if u > 1, then state Pu contains more that one element and ties always
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happens. In this case, tied outcomes need to be broken arbitrary to

resolve the channel index i. The strategy then selects the channel i
and with, probability di,u, a transmission is done on the channel.

2) Otherwise, the transmitter remains silent.

Hence, the ICI procedure determines the probability distribution over

the respective channels i based on the number of idle sensing outcome,

denoted by:[
p1,u(C1, · · · ,CN), p2,u(C1, · · · ,CN), · · · , pN,u(C1, · · · ,CN)

]
, u = 1, · · · ,N

where pi,u(C1, · · · ,CN) determines the probability mass assignment to chan-

nel i given that u channels have been seen having idle outcomes. This is

given by:

pi,u =

N
∏

w=1

(
1[Cw=0]ηw(0)+1[Cw=1]

(
1−ηw(0)

))
u

(3.18)

where 1[·] is a function that maps “true” to 1 and “false” to 0.

Since the ICI belongs to ∆(α), one standard algorithm to solve equation

(3.14) is based on simple control rules u. First, we enumerate possible

number of channels having an idle outcome by u = 1, 2, · · · , N, so that,

corresponding to each channel i, the quantities Vi,1, Vi,2, · · · , Vi,N form the

respective contributions to the loss at PUs in the channel i, Vi(π) = ∑uVi,u.

For a fixed value of α, the control rule 1≤ u≤ N on the number of idle

channels results in each channel i solving, for the smallest index u such that:

Vi,1 +Vi,2 + · · ·+Vi,u ≥ α (3.19)

It follows that, if Vi,u are uniquely specified for all i and u, one can find

di,u by using a simple linear program:
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di,u =



αi

pi,uAi(0)
if u = 1, ∀i (3.20a)

αi−
u−1
∑

w=1
pi,wAi(0)

pi,uAi(0)
if 1 < u < N, ∀i (3.20b)

1 otherwise (3.20c)

In light of demand for maximum performance, one can find the maxi-

mum system throughput UICI(π) obtainable with ICI to be:

UICI(π) =
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
u=1

pi,udi,uBi(0) (3.21)

=
N

∑
i=1

Bi(0) α̂i

Ai(0)
, α̂i = min

{
α,∑

u
pi,u Ai(0)

}
(3.22)

3.6 Imperfect Information State Procedures

As discussed in the previous sections, a channel selection strategy max-

imizing system performance hinges on the optimal use of the statistical

information about the channels. In this section, we consider special cases

where the resources available to a cognitive radio enable sensing of one

channel within a time slot, also referred to as Imperfect Information State

Procedures.

We are given N parallel channels already occupied and underutilized by

PUs. Each of them evolves as an independent and identically distributed,

two-state continuous-time Markov chain. For a channel i, the mean holding
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times in state 0 and state 1 are λi and µi, respectively, with steady-state

probability of state 0 being ηi(0).

As access mode we adopt a time slotted protocol with parameter π =

[d1, d2, · · · ,dN ]. We assume that the time it takes to go through the sensing-

transmission process is within the duration of one time slot. In a randomly

chosen time slot, the channel throughput Bi(c) is the probability that the

considered time slot contains one successful transmission for a SU host,

delivered by the channel i whose state information is (Ci = c). The channel

loss Ai(c) at PUs is the probability that the considered time slot contains

one packet error at PUs whose state information is also (Ci = c) in the

channel i.

At the beginning of each time slot, a SU has a time designated to

perform channel sensing. The hardware limitations and energy cost of

spectrum sensing put a limit on the time allocated to the channel sens-

ing operation, so that a cognitive radio can sense only one channel during

the sensing time. Thus, a sensing operation on a channel i does not provide

any information about any other channel j, but only the outcome of the

considered channel, i.e., the true state of the channel i. This has the impli-

cation that the internal states of the system are known imperfectly when

making the channel selection decision, and thus we have the uncertainty

about the channel selection process.

The deficiencies in the knowledge about the channel states information

reduces to uncertainty about the channel selection process. This confronts

us with the question on how to trade off the system performance against the

immunity of the system to uncertainty arising from spectrum sensing defi-

ciencies. This leads to the analysis of performance-sub-optimal procedures,

which enhances the robustness to uncertainty while satisfying performance

at levels not too much less than the performance-optimum.
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3.6.1 Design of Robust Hopping Sequence

The imperfect information about the channels arises when a cognitive radio

is equipped with one tunable half-duplex radio transceiver able to switch

over different channels. To execute both sensing and access operations

during a time slot, a SU host hops over the channels available to it based

on a predefined hopping sequence. A hopping sequence determines which

channel to use for sensing and access decision. If the channel is observed to

have an idle outcome, then the channel is open for secondary access for the

remainder of the time slot. Otherwise, the channel is having a busy outcome

and no transmission is attempted in the remainder of this particular time

slot.

To support opportunistic use of the multichannel capability, a hopping

sequence is designed with multiple hopsets during a period of K time slots.

In particular, a scheduling period of K slots represents the time slots assign-

ment to the protocol for secondary access. To do so, during a scheduling

period, we combine multiple hopsets to form a hopping sequence that cov-

ers all channels to which a user has access. That is, if a user has access to

N channels one can form the respective hopsets by n1, n2, · · · , nN . A hopset

ni, associated with the channel i, is a set of time slots during which the

sensing and access operations can execute on this particular channel. For

instance, n1 = {1, 4, 5}, means that channel 1 is assigned time slots 1, 4
and 5 for sensing and access decision.

We enumerate possible hopping channels by i = 1, 2, · · · , N, with re-

spective probabilities pi that a time slot is allocated to channel i. The

probability pi of hopping to channel i is defined as the fraction of the time

slots channel i is used for sensing and access decisions, where all proba-

bilities are independent. It follows that a process Ci(x), which reports at

time slot x = 1, 2, · · · the state information Ci associated with the hopping
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channels i, is completely specified by the hopping probabilities pi and the

entropy function H:

H(p) =−
N

∑
i=1

pi log pi (3.23)

The entropy function can be viewed as the expected amount of uncertainty

that exists before a channel is used for hopping. In absence of prior infor-

mation, the entropy attains its maximum when the hopping probabilities

are equally probable. In more general context, the principle of maximum

entropy provides that prior probabilities can be constructed by maximizing

the entropy under the constraints at hand [70]. The solution is considered

to be the least biased possible as any other solution would imply lower en-

tropy and thus lead to more predictable state than the one implied by the

given information. Therefore, if a hopping sequence is viewed as a sample

path of an underlying structure state process Cx, the corresponding channel

selection strategy π determines the hopping probabilities pi for which the

entropy function H is maximum.

3.6.2 Skewed Hopping Channels Information

The skewed hopping information state applies in the situation where a

SU wishes to meet a requirement for feasible performance, that is, it tries

to find a channel selection strategy π for which the system throughput is

guaranteed to be at least as large as some USHI(π), USHI(π)≤U∗. U∗ is the

optimum system throughput. This condition is necessary to enable posi-

tive robustness with reference to uncertainty about the channel selection

process. We refer to such a strategy as robust satisfaying or simply Skewed

Hopping Channels Information (SHI).
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Figure 3.4: Skewed hopping channels information for multi-channel

cognitive radio

Based on the magnitude of the average channel loss at PUs in a time slot

Ai(0)ηi(0), the strategy SHI is implemented by avoiding excessive loss in the

channels. A channel i is classified as having excessive loss if the estimated

average loss at PUs in the channel i is greater than a given threshold γ.

Otherwise, average loss at PUs in the channel i is less than this threshold,

and the corresponding channel is classified as having tolerable loss.

In this situation, every channel classified as having excessive loss is

avoided by assigning to its hopset ni few time slots, whereas every channel

classified as having tolerable loss is favored by assigning to its hopset ni more

time slots. Equivalently, a skewed distribution is our way for doing this,

so that a host will spend larger fraction of its time slots hopping over the

channels having tolerable packet errors. Hence, a SHI maintains orderings

of probability distribution over the hopping channels
[
p1, p2, · · · , pN

]
that

are decreasing.
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Figure 3.4 provides a simple illustration of a hopping sequence generated

under the SHI design by using three possible hopping channels over a period

of six time slots. The hopping sequence in the example consists of three

channels, each of which is associated with one hopset. In a cycle of 6 time

slots, channel 1 is allocated the time slots in the hopset n1 (i.e., time slots

1, 2, and 4), channel 3 is allocated the time slots in hopset n3 (i.e., time

slots 3 and 5) and channel 2 is allocated the time slot in hopset n2 (i,e.,

time slot 6).

SHI based hopping sequence = {n1, n3, n2}
=
{
{1, 2, 4}, {3, 5}, {6}

}

Let the available information about the hopping channel distributions

{pi} be such that in a time slot the set of average losses at PUs in every

channel i, {Ai(0)ηi(0)}, is uniquely specified. The principle of maximum

entropy results in that, for all distributions satisfying the constraints sup-

plied by this information, the minimally prejudiced hopping distribution is

the one that maximizes the system entropy function H(p) subject to the

constraints:

N

∑
i=1

pi = 1 (3.24)

N

∑
i=1

Ai(0)ηi(0)pi = γ (3.25)
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3.6.3 Finding a Maximum Entropy Distribution

The maximum entropy distribution is found by using the Lagrange method [70].

Using the constraints in Equations 3.24 and 3.25, where:

0 =
N

∑
i=1

pi−1 (3.26)

0 =
N

∑
i=1

piAi(0)ηi(0)− γ (3.27)

one can form the functional entropy:

H(p) =−
N

∑
i=1

pi log pi + β1

(
γ−

N

∑
i=1

pi Ai(0)ηi(0)
)

+ β2

( N

∑
i=1

pi−1
)

(3.28)

that is maximized by differentiating with respect to pi:

∂H(p)

∂ pi
=−log pi−1−β1 Ai(0)ηi(0)−β2 (3.29)

Setting this to zero, we have the general form of the entropy maximizing

the probability mass given by:

pi =
1

exp(β2)
exp
(
−β1 Ai(0)ηi(0)

)
(3.30)

where H(p) is the Lagrange function, with β1 and β2 being the Lagrange

multipliers.

To obtain β2, if Equation 3.30 for pi is summed over the probabilities,

one can then obtain:

β2 = log

(
N

∑
i=1

exp
(
−β1 Ai(0)ηi(0)

))
(3.31)
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Given the expression for β2, we can find β1. We multiply Equation 3.30

for pi by Ai(0)ηi(0) and by exp(β2), and sum over the probabilities so that

we can write:

0 =
N

∑
i=1

(
γ−Ai(0)ηi(0)

)
exp
(
−β1 Ai(0)ηi(0)

)
(3.32)

If this equation is multiplied by exp(β1 γ), the result is obtained by

solving for β1:

f (β1) = 0 (3.33)

where

f (β1) =
N

∑
i=1

(
γ−Ai(0)ηi(0)

)
exp
(
−β1(γ−Ai(0)ηi(0))

)
(3.34)

For a fixed value γ, the value of β ∗1 that satisfies the maximum entropy

distribution is the value for which f (β ∗1 ) = 0. Since the SHI design applies

whenever γ lies between the smallest value of Ai(0)ηi(0) and the largest

one, there exists at least one value for which the quantity
(

γ−Ai(0)ηi(0)
)

is positive and at least one for which this quantity is negative.

Let ∆̂(α) be the set of all feasible channel selection strategies π, that is,

the set of di for which the loss constraint α at PUs is satisfactory met. This

means that, if a hopping channel i is observed to have a idle outcome, with

probability di a transmission executes in the considered channel. Otherwise,

the hopping channel i is observed to have a busy outcome in which case no

transmission is attempted until the next hop. In this case, a fixed value α,

which determines the maximum level on the loss Vi(π) at PUs in a channel

i with the SU transmitting according to π, results in every channel i solving

for the di satisfying:

∆̂(α) =
{

di : Vi(π) = α

}
(3.35)
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where Vi(π) = piAi(0)ηi(0).

It follows that, if pi are uniquely specified for all i, one can find di by

using a simple linear program:

di =


α

pi ηi(0) Ai(0)
if Ai ηi(0) pi > α (3.36a)

1 otherwise (3.36b)

Thus, the throughput of the system under the SHI strategy is given by:

USHI(π) =
N

∑
i=1

pi ηi(0) di Bi(0) (3.37)

=
N

∑
i=1

Bi(0) α̃i

Ai(0)
, α̂i = min

{
α, pi η(0) Ai(0)

}

3.6.4 Round Robin Hopping Information

The round robin hopping channels [27] is a special case of skewed hopping

channels where the hopping probabilities pi are fixed to 1/N. We refer to

the round robin hopping based strategy as simply Round Robin Hopping

(RRH).

Thus, the throughput of the system under the RRH stategy is given by

URRH(π) =
N

∑
i=1

di η0 Bi(0)

N
(3.38)

=
N

∑
i=1

Bi(0) α̃i

Ai(0)
, α̂i = min

{
α,

1
N

η0 Ai(0)
}
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where η0 is the probability that channel i is idle and di is given by

di =


N α

η0 Ai
if 1

N η0 Ai(0) > α (3.39a)

1 otherwise (3.39b)

3.7 Extension to Multi-user Access

The parallel nature of cognitive radio channels yields a natural extension

to the case with a finite user population of M hosts contending to access

N channels of PUs. In such a system, each SU host can be in one of two

states: blocked or active. In the active state, a SU host can accept from its

application or generates one packet with a constant probability g. From the

time moment a host receives a packet until the time moment the packet is

successfully transmitted, we say that this particular host is blocked, in the

sense that it can not generate or accept a new packet to send. A blocked

SU host returns to the active state after a successful transmission.

Since the network of SUs operates with time-varying channels, a central-

ized protocol is typically the best option to handle the channels variations.

A central controller, i.e., a base station or a suitable distributed protocol,

is assumed to synchronize the slot-starts of every SU hosts. This has the

consequence that every SU host always starts the process of sensing and

transmission at the beginning of a fixed-length time slot. The operation

of such a protocol follows a two stage slot delivery process: contention

resolution phase and interference resolution phase.

Stage 1 − When a time slot begins, only SU hosts with a packet enter
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the contention phase. Based on full users state information, i.e, the

information about which SU hosts are blocked and which ones are

active, the system maintains a number u, 0 ≤ u ≤ M, of contending

hosts. All blocked SU hosts simultaneously select from the channel

poll one channel by sending a Request for Transmission Opportu-

nity (RTO) message with a probability hu ∈ {h0, h1, · · · , hM} adjusted

to the available information. The base station delivers the feedback

message for each channel where the contention-free RTO message has

been successfully collected. A host that does not receive a positive

acknowledgement for its RTO message keeps the packet for the next

slot.

Stage 2 −After the contention phase, the SU transmissions are completely

orthogonalized. Following the grant of contention-free hopping chan-

nels, there are fewer contention-free SU hosts than the number of

channels so that these hosts can be fit into orthogonal hopping se-

quences. By doing so, one obviates collisions among SUs during the

transmission phase. Based on full channel state information, i.e., the

information about which channels are idle and which ones are busy, a

SU host can send a packet with a probability d(α) adjusted to meet

the loss constraint α at PUs on a given channel. The base station de-

livers at the end of the time slot the feedback message for each channel

where the inference-free packet has been successfully received. Only

a host that receives a positive acknowledgement for packet reception

can remove the packet from the buffer.

We operate the protocol under the following assumptions: (1) Each SU

host has a buffer to store only one packet; (2) When a SU host generates a

new packet, it is treated the same as an existing blocked host.
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3.7.1 Multi-user Access Control Strategy

Let Wx be a random variable number of blocked hosts that represents the

number of hosts with a stored packet to be transmitted at the beginning

of a time slot x. This value decreases when a transmission is attempted

with probability hu for a successful transmission and it increases when a

new packet is generated with probability g. The quantity Wx takes on

one of the (M + 1) possible values of u ∈ {0,1 , · · · , M}, and it serves as

the state variable description of the system. Because of the memoryless

assumption, the process Wx is a finite-state Markov chain with the state

transition probability matrix [quw] and stationary probabilities {Qu : u =

0, 1, · · · M}, where quw = Prob(Wx+1 = w|Wx = u) and Qu = Prob(Wx = u).

A multi-user access control strategy is a rule for choosing the transmis-

sion probability hu as the system evolves. Since the selection of hu depends

only on the state of the process Wx observed at a time slot x, a multi-user

access strategy has the form [h0(x), h1(x), · · · , hM(x)], where hu is used when

the system is observed in state u at time slot x. When such a strategy

is embedded with the process Wx, the corresponding controlled system is

still a finite-state Markov chain but the transition matrix [quw(hu)] is now a

function of hu. Hence, the stationary probabilities Qu(hu) exist and satisfy

the following set of linear equations:

Qw(hu) =
M

∑
u=0

Qu(hu) quw(hu), w = 0 1, · · · , M (3.40)

1 =
M

∑
u=0

Qu(hu)
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3.7.2 Capacity of Cognitive Channels

We are interested in counting the number of successful transmissions in any

slot as well as the number of blocked transmissions that continue to attempt

in the next slot. These slots correspond to the transmission time of a packet

used in the system. The maximum throughput is one packet per slot for a

single channel and one packet per slot times the number of channels N for

the whole system. However, in the presence of parallel, dynamic channels,

we need to determine the capacity of cognitive radio channels as a measure

of channel transmission qualities.

For simplicity purposes, we study a special case with homogeneous chan-

nels that are statistically identical with one another. We consider N parallel

channels already occupied and underutilized by PUs. Each of the chan-

nels evolves as a homogeneous, two-state {idle(0),busy(1)} continuous-time

Markov chain. The mean holding times in state 0 and state 1 are λ and µ,

respectively. The loss at PUs on a given channel A and the channel rate B
are also given.

Typically, if we let the number C = 0, 1, ,2, · · · , N of idle channels be

the channel state information in a particular time slot, a M/M/N queuing

system with finite user population can, therefore, be constructed as a sta-

tistical model for the channels. Hence, the channel state information that

determines the channel transmission qualities is completely specified by the

steady state probabilities:

p(c) =

(N
c

)(
λ

µ

)c

N
∑

v=0

(N
v

)(
λ

µ

)v
(3.41)

We find the throughput of the channels in terms of the rate R of interference-

free transmissions by SUs in a time slot. To do so, when a transmission
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phase starts, we use the protocol parameter the transmission probability d
and the number S of contention-free SU hosts. In particular, at the begin-

ning of a time slot, a number W = 0, 1, 2, · · · , M of SU hosts start contending

with each other for access over N channels. At the end of this contention

phase, there is a number S = 0, 1, 2, · · · , min{W,N} of contention-free SU

hosts orthogonal to each other that have been allocated hopping channels.

The randomness in R arises from the random variables S and W .

Following the grant of contention-free hopping channels, two situations

may happen: (i) Every SU hosts that experiences a busy channel keeps

the packet for the next slot. (ii) Every SU hosts that experiences an idle

channel sends the packet with probability d adjusted to the current number

(S = s) of SU hosts.

By taking into consideration the loss constraint α at PUs on a channel

that is now imposed on the transmissions of S SUs, we obtain the transmis-

sion probability d for which the loss at PUs in a given channel, contributed

by the transmissions of (S = s) SUs, satisfies:

N

∑
c=1

s
N

p(c) A(c) d ≤ α (3.42)

Therefore, considering the number S of contention-free SUs in a N chan-

nels system with loss constraint α at PUs on every channel, a SU transmits

in a channel with the transmission probability d given by:

d(s) = min

{
α N

N
∑

c=1
sp(c) A(c)

,1

}
(3.43)

We obtain the throughput of the channels, which represents the random
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variable R(s) rate of successful transmissions, as follows:

R(s) =
1
N

N

∑
c=1

p(c) B(c) d(s) (3.44)

3.7.3 Performance Modeling

Two objective functions from which any multi-user access strategy can be

evaluated are the system throughput S and the packet delay D. At the end

of a time slot x, we define the random variable (Sx = s) number of orthogonal

transmitting hosts and the rate of successful transmissions R(s) associated

with s. Thus, the average number of successful transmission for the system

can be obtained from:

S =
N

∑
s=0

s Prob(Sx = s)R(s) (3.45)

where

Prob(Sx = s) =
M

∑
u=s

Prob(Sx = s|Wx = u)Prob(Wx = u) (3.46)

and Prob(Sx = s|Wx = u) refers to the conditional probability of having s
orthogonal transmitting hosts given u contending hosts. Prob(Wx = u) refers

to the steady state probability of having u contending hosts.

At the same time, we define the length of time for which a packet is

blocked until the packet is sent successfully by the random variable packet

delay D. The average delay of the system can be obtained from:

D =
S
W (3.47)
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where W is the average number of blocked hosts in a time slot, which is

given by:

W =
M

∑
u=0

u Prob(Wx = w) (3.48)

Based on the perfect knowledge of the system state, we choose the

optimal value of hu to be:

hu = min

{
1,

N
u

}
(3.49)

resulting so in a transition probability matrix, which in turn results in a

state probability vector that minimized the average number W in equa-

tion (3.48) and, at the same time, the system throughput S in Equation

(3.45) maximized, and with the system packet delay D in Equation (3.47)

minimized.

3.7.4 Induced Markov Chain Derivations

The derivation of the state transition probability matrix [quw] follows a sim-

ilar approaches as in [71] and [72], but it uses a simple recursive counting

algorithm suggested in [73] to obtain the numerical results. The key contri-

bution to the related analytical frameworks is the application of a backoff

scheme that spreads randomness in the frequency domain to resolve con-

tention effects.

We are given an homogeneous, aperiodic and irreducible Markov chain

number of blocked SU hosts {Wx : x = 1, 2, · · ·} defined with state space

{1, 2, · · · , M} and transition matrix [quw]. The random variable Wx denotes

the number of contending SU hosts in stage 1 at the beginning of a generic
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time slot x. Conditioned on this number, let the random variable Sx, with

0≤ Sx≤min(N,Wx), denote the number of orthogonal transmitting SU hosts

in time slot x.

Let Vx+1, with 0 ≤ Vx+1 ≤ M−Wx, be the random variable number of

active hosts having a new packet arrival in time slot x. That is, Vx+1 repre-

sents the number of hosts that join the existing blocked hosts at time slot

(x + 1), so that the following equation holds:

Wx+1 = Wx−Sx +Vx+1 (3.50)

Or, equivalently:

Vx+1 = w−u + s, (3.51)

where Wx+1 = w, Wx = u, Sx = s, and Vx+1 = v

Derivation of the State Transition Matrix [quw]

The following rules of probability theory applies:

quw = Prob(Wx+1 = w|Wx = u) (3.52)

=
min(N,u)

∑
s=0

Prob(Wx+1 = w, Sx = s|Wx = u)
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Derivation of Prob(w,s|u)

The expression for Prob(w,s|u) uses the following property:

Prob(w, s|u) = Prob(Wx+1 = w|Sx = s, Wx = u) Prob(Sx = s|Wx = u)

= Prob(Vx+1 = w−u + s|s, u) Prob(s|u) (3.53)

By using Equation 3.53, and based on the fact that the hosts in active

mode generate new packets with a constant probability g, we have

Prob(w|s,u) =

{
Prob(w−u + s|s,u) u≤ w + s≤M (3.54a)

0 otherwise (3.54b)

where

Prob(w−u + s|s,u) = Prob(w−u + s|u) (3.55)

=

(
M−u

w−u + s

)
gw−u+s (1−g)M−w−s

Derivation of Prob(s|u)

Since a transmission in blocked state is sent with probability h, let Tx de-

notes the random variable number of transmitting hosts in time slot x
among the blocked hosts. Similarly, the expression for Prob(s|u) uses the

following property:
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Prob(s|u) =
u

∑
t=s

Prob(Sx = s,Tx = t|Ux = u) (3.56)

=
u

∑
t=s

Prob(Sx = s|Tx = t,Ux = u)Prob(Tx = t|Ux = u)

=
u

∑
t=s

Prob(Sx = s|Tx = t)Prob(Tx = t|Ux = u)

where

Prob(t|u) =

(
u
t

)
ht (1−h)u−t (3.57)

Derivation of Prob(s|t)

Given that Prob(s|t) is unique, it follows that the state transition matrix

can finally be obtained from Equations 3.52, 3.53 and 3.56, which in turn

results in steady state probabilities [Q0, Q1, · · · , QM] by using the set a linear

equations given by Equation 3.40.

In the following, we derive the conditional probability Prob(Rx = r|Tx =

t) as a parameter for some backoff scheme in which contention effects among

these hosts are resolved in the frequency domain. In a generic time slot x,

a poll of N channels is assumed available to serve t hosts. Each host can

randomly select one of these channels at a time with a probability 1/N.

If there is exactly one host that selects a specific channel, the channel is

said to be contention-free, otherwise a collision event happens. Since the

randomness is spread across channels for a fixed time slot, we refer to this

as frequency domain backoff scheme. We use the probability Prob(Rx =

r|Tx = r) of contention-free channel to evaluate such a multiaccess scheme.
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Having t transmissions of u blocked hosts results in ut different ways.

We are interested in the number of contention free transmissions r. Let us

define Sum(r|t,u) so that:

Prob(r|t,u) =
Sum(r|t,u)

ut (3.58)

We use the following algorithm to obtain the argument Sum(r|t,u) [73]:

• For the case that t ≤ n:

Sum(r|t,u) =



0 if t < r ≤ u (3.59a)(
r
u

)
r! if r = t (3.59b)(

r
t

) (
r
u

)
r!
[
(u− r)(t−r)− (3.59c)

−
min(t−r,u−r)

∑
i=1

Sum(i|t− r,u− r)

]
if 0≤ r ≤ t

• For the case that t > n:

Sum(r|t,u) =



0 if r = n (3.60a)(
r
t

) (
r
u

)
r!
[
(u− r)(t−r)− (3.60b)

−
min(t−r,u−r)

∑
i=1

Sum(i|t− r,u− r)

]
if 0≤ r ≤ n
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3.8 Numerical Results

3.8.1 Effect of Controlled Single User Access

Parameters of the Channels Occupancy by PUs

Table 3.1 shows the numerical parameters corresponding to a N indepen-

dent, two-state Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC)s model of spec-

trum occupancy by PUs. This model is an approximation of some traffic

patterns of various existing wireless access applications [26]. The selection

of parameter values is not crucial, but can be thought of as representing a

general behavior of a wireless LAN.

Table 3.1: System parameters

Number of Parallel Channels N 3
Duration of a time slot x [µs] 680

Respective traffic loads:

ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 0.27, 0.44, 0.68

CTMC Approximations:

λ
−1
1 , λ

−1
2 , λ

−1
3 [ms] 9.13, 4.81, 1.50

µ
−1
1 , µ

−1
2 , µ

−1
3 [ms] 3.45, 1.90, 1.01

Stationary probability distributions:

Idle Probabilities η(0) 0.79, 0.70, 0.60
Busy Probabilities η(1) 0.21, 0.30, 0.40
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Figure 3.5: Average throughput for SUs vs system loss constraint at

PUs for a system with N = 4 channels

Performance of Controlled CR Access Networks

Figure 3.5 shows the trade-off between the throughput U for SUs and the

loss V at PUs caused by SUs on a given channel. As performance maximiz-

ing design options, we evaluate the maximum throughput U∗ of the OCI

and ICI under the condition that the loss V1 at PUs on say channel 1 is

kept below a threshold value α1. The threshold α1 is then varied in the

range [0.01, 0.25].

Observe that for both OCI and ICI access controls, a small tolerance in
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Figure 3.6: Average throughput for SUs vs loss constraint at PUs for

a system with N = 4 channels

the loss α1 at PUs significantly increases the throughput U for SUs. Large

throughput performance for SUs is obtained only at the expense of small

packet errors support by PUs. Let the mark e in the Figure 3.5 be the

breaking point along a union curve made of the ICI curve until e and after

e the curve of OCI. Every point along this curve is optimal in the sense that

points above the optimal curve are inaccessible: no design can realize such

(U,V ) combinations. Whereas, points below the optimal curve correspond

to sub-optimal design options.

For instance, the point marked b is throughput optimal, this means

that 0.085 is the least tolerance in the loss α1 on channel 1 that provides a

secondary throughput as large as 0.60. In the Figure 3.5, the point marked

a seen to the right of b is sub-optimal, in the sense that it represents the
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excessive loss 0.13 in α1 that needs to be tolerable at PUs on channel 1

to achieve the 0.60 throughput for SUs. Likewise, the point marked c
seen above a in the Figure 3.5 is optimal: 0.78 is the greatest throughput

performance for SUs achievable with the loss tolerance 0.13 in α1 at PUs

on channel 1. So again the point marked a is sub-optimal.

Therefore, we say that any sub-optimal design option is either loss exces-

sive for its throughput (increases loss caused on the channels while holding

the throughput fixed) or throughput reduction for its loss (throughput is

reduced while holding fixed loss caused on the channels).

Robustness of Controlled CR Access Networks

The trade-off of CR throughput performance is evaluated against robust-

ness to uncertainty arising from the spectrum sensing deficiencies. As a

robust satisfying design option, we evaluate the robustness of the SHI ac-

cess control for any throughput requirement Uc .

Consider the loss constraint α1 at PUs on say channel 1. Let Uc be a

satisfactory level of performance achievable under SHI access control. That

is, the (α1,Uc) settings do not necessary fall on the optimal-design curve in

Figure 3.5.

To be reliable (or feasible), Uc needs to be less that the throughput-

optimum U∗ for SUs obtainable with the least tolerance in loss α1 at PUs

on channel 1, namely Uc < U∗. This assures that the robustness of the

SHI access control is positive. Observe that the value of Uc at which the

robustness becomes zero falls on the optimal-design curve, that is, the value

Uc for which the SHI throughput matches the maximum throughput (Uc =

U∗).
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For instance, to obtain a throughput with positive robustness, SHI

should accept the total loss γ at the SU on all channels it uses. Figure 3.6

shows the throughput with positive robustness for different values of the

total loss γ as a function of α1. It is observed that, when the constraint γ on

the total loss tolerable at SU is strict (i.e., γ is small), a positive robustness

is obtained with excessive loss in α1 at PUs on channel 1 for the through-

put. However, when the constraint γ on the total loss tolerable at SU is

relaxed (i.e., γ is large), a positive robustness is obtained with a reduction

in the throughput for the loss α1 at PUs on channel 1. Besides, Figure 3.6

shows the RRH access scheme a special case of SHI access scheme with γ

large (i.e., γ ≥ 0.27) and throughput reduced too far below the throughput

optimum but with more improved robustness.

Therefore, for any access design controlling the opportunistic use of the

multichannel capability in CR networks, a high performance requirement

is accompanied with no immunity to uncertainty arising from spectrum

sensing deficiencies. Immunity can be obtained only by giving up the re-

quirement for maximum performance for both the PU system and the SU

system.

3.8.2 Effect of Controlling the Multi-user Access Network

Numerical results are reported to evaluate the effect of controlling secondary

access of the channels of PUs by using the suggested multi-user control

access scheme.
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Table 3.2: Parameters for the multi-user access network

Number of Parallel Channels 6

Duration of a time slot x [µs] 167

Traffic load:

ρ 0.1639

CTMC Approximation:

λ−1 [ms] 6.1

µ−1 [ms] 1

Probability distributions

in idle and busy states[
η0, η1]

[
0.8, 0.2]

]

Parameters of the Channels Occupancy by PUs

The following numerical constants are assumed in Table 3.2, correspond to

the occupancy of N parallel, statistically identical channels of PUs.
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Figure 3.7: Average number of contention-free transmissions when the

number of users is M = 10

Network Operation Points

Figure 3.7 shows the average number of contention-free transmissions as a

function of new packet generation rate g. We assume a network in which

the number of users is fixed to M = 10 operating with different numbers N
of ideal channels, satisfying N < M. By ideal channels we mean channels

with PUs completely absent. A technique optimized to resolve contentions

effects among SUs is applied.

Observe that the number of contention-free transmissions increases sharply

at light traffic load g, and then a relatively steady level of this number is

maintained for heavy traffic load. When the new packet generation rate

is small (g < 0.125), the network hosts spend more time in active mode,
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Figure 3.8: Average number of interference-free transmissions when

the number of channels is N = 6

which in turn obviates contention effects among hosts. Thus the number

of contention-free transmissions increases only with the traffic load g. As

the new packet generation rate increases (g > 0.125), the network hosts

spend more time in blocking mode. While this resolves contention effects

it also keeps the throughput at relatively steady levels. Hence the num-

ber of contention-free transmissions can be improved only by increasing the

number of channels.

Figure 3.8 shows the total rate of interference-free transmissions for SU

hosts as a function of loss constraint α at PUs on a given channel. The

network operates with a fixed number of time-varying channels N = 6 and

it serves different numbers M of hosts, satisfying M ≤ N. The new packet

generation rate is g = 1 so that these host always have a packet to send. A
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Figure 3.9: Average multi-user system throughput when the number of

channels is N = 6

technique optimized to resolve interference effects caused to PUs is applied.

It is observed that a small tolerance in the loss α1 at PUs on say channel

1 increases the total interference-free transmission rate for SU hosts by

multiple. For instance, consider the loss tolerance 0.05 in α at PUs on a

given channel. This represents the least tolerable loss at PUs for which

the total rate in interference-free transmissions increases up to almost 2

packets per slot, when M = 2, 4 and 6 hosts. Alternatively, consider the

loss tolerance (α = 0.15) at PUs on a given channel. This represents the

greatest level of increase of the total rate in interference-free transmissions

(i.e., up to 5 packets per slot) provided by a loss tolerance of only (α = 0.15),

when M = 2, 4 and 6 hosts.
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Figure 3.10: Average packet delay when the number of channels is N =

6

Throughput and Delay Performance

Figure 3.9 shows the throughput performance of SUs as a function of new

packet generation rate g of the SUs. The multi-user access scheme operates

over N = 6 channels of PUs with different parameters: number of SU hosts

M and interference constraint α. It is observed that the throughput S
increases at low packet generation rate (g < 0.125), and then it maintains

a relative steady level as the packet generation rate increases (g > 0.125).

Increasing the number of SU hosts at low traffic load removes the channel

idleness, which in turn results in sharp increase of throughput. This reflects
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the effect of using a contention mitigation scheme optimized with the perfect

knowledge of the system parameter. It is also observed that the system of

SUs gives a large throughput for SUs as a result of having a larger loss

tolerance at PUs. The effect of having a strict loss constraint at PUs (small

α) laid on the transmissions of SUs causes the throughput for SU to drop

too far below from the one available for secondary sharing.

Figure 3.10 shows the delay performance for different network param-

eters M and α. Also, the system of SUs gives a large packet delay (i.e.,

D becomes large) when the loss constraint is strict (i.e., small α). In this

case SU hosts spend more time being blocked. But when this constraint is

relaxed (i.e., α becomes large) the system gives an improved packet delay

performance.

3.9 Summary

Efficient transmission strategies for SUs that use a slotted protocol as ac-

cess scheme in the presence of parallel, dynamic channels already occupied

by PUs traffic has been studied. In every time slot, a channel is selected

and the probability of transmission in the selected channel is estimated by

using local information about the quality of these channels. A SU transmits

in a probabilistic manner in the selected channel based on this estimate. A

Markovian decision model that embeds such a problem in its control actions

is formulated. Optimal decision rules are found. The protocol capability

in terms of throughput to SUs and packet error rate for PUs is expressed

as reward and cost tradeoffs of the resulting Markovian decision processes.

Numerical results on the performance of the suggested control access pro-

cedures are shown for nominal system parameters. An extension of the

suggested strategy is included to support multi-user efficient transmission
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strategies.
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Chapter 4

Spectrum Opportunity
Sharing

Abstract

In this chapter, the third DSA model considered in the dissertation is pre-

sented. We study admission control of SUs to achieve a certain degree of

QoS. A multiple dimension Markov chain whose size increases quickly with

the number of channels of PUs is assumed to characterize the known system.

In the presence of uncertainty associated with the system size reduction,

we consider a one dimension Markov chain approximation to characterize

the uncertain system. Appropriate analytical models are developed and

used to derive the performance characteristics of the secondary admission

strategies. Numerical results are reported and show a robust capacity in

terms of blocking probability, dropping probability and delay performance

as functions of spectrum utilization by PUs.
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4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Overview

The management of interference is one of the critical challenges towards

practical realization of DSA networks [74]. The DSA approach consists

of dividing users of a system into a multi-tiered hierarchy with PUs and

SUs [75]. PUs are given priority of interrupting a SU already in service.

SUs on the other hand are cognitive radio capable. This means that a SU

with an ongoing communication must perform spectrum sensing and it uses

the local information about the channels, obtained by sensing, to switch to

the channel where a PU is detected [76] as absent. Such a flexibility of

switching frequency bands is referred to as spectrum mobility or spectrum

handover. In response to the dynamic nature of the channels occupied by

PUs, a SU is required to frequently execute spectrum sensing, which in turn

causes frequent pauses of any ongoing communications [77].

To combat the channel fluctuations, the principle of Orthogonal Fre-

quency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) divides the total channel bandwidth

into parallel sub-channels to be shared in an opportunistic manner. The

transmissions on these sub-channels are expected to interfere with each

other but, since the transmissions are made orthogonal to each other, there

is no mutual interference [78]. Such a flexibility in the physical layer char-

acteristics can by deployed in DSA networks to support adaptive resource

allocation by using sub-channel assignment schemes.

By dynamically allocating the sub-channels to SUs according to their

channel conditions, one can ensure that each sub-channel is allocated to

SUs with a relatively better channel condition (i.e., PU absent). By doing

so, the spectral efficiency can be effectively improved while the requirement
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of minimum interference is met.

4.1.2 Motivation

In the following, the focus is laid on the study of the capacity of secondary

admission control for SUs and interference guaranteed to PUs from a traffic

theory viewpoint. We assume that the spectrum consists of N parallel chan-

nels, each of which being a channel for a PU to access. Each channel of PUs

is divided into K sub-channels for opportunistic communications by SUs.

The primary network follows a predefined pattern to assign channels to a

finite population Mp of PUs. The secondary network senses and assigns the

sub-channels deemed idle to a finite population Mc of SUs. The secondary

network is aware of the rule followed by the primary network and uses this

knowledge as local information state for the protection of PUs.

When a channel of PUs is deemed idle, the corresponding sub-channels

are open for secondary communications. If a PU host arrives in the case the

channel is deemed busy, the secondary communications on each of the sub-

channels associated to this particular channel are halted. An interrupted

communication of a SU host is allowed to be handed over to another sub-

channel, and it may continue if this particular sub-channel is seen as having

an idle outcome. Otherwise (i.e., in case there is no sub-channel deemed

idle) a halted communication of a SU has to be queued and waiting to

continue with its transmission later on.

Consequently, the average holding time of a sub-channel by a secondary

service becomes less than the average service duration it requires until com-

pletion. In addition to the new service attempts, handoff attempts are

generated. If all sub-channels are in use, new setup request of service are

denied access resulting in blocking effects. For the services whose transmis-
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sions has been halted, random delay effects are introduced. Some services

may be badly affected in which case handoff blocking effects occur. Some

fraction of handoff attempts will be unsuccessful at any time in which case

force termination or dropping out effects happen.

Traffic theory has proved to be a feasible, alternative tool to assess

these effects in the context of CR networks [42, 43]. By traffic theory we

mean traffic-performance formulas like the Erlang formula linking traffic

intensity offered to specific capacity with the attainable performance. Most

commonly used modeling techniques involve multiple dimension Markov

chains. A Finite State Machine (FSM) is first generated, which in turn

is converted into a CTMC, where state transitions are assigned transition

rates, so that it can be solved using numerical methods [79]. However,

the underlying CTMC has the size of its state space growing much faster.

This also applies to storage and solution models, that is, the approximate

data structures for sparse matrix and sparsity preserving solution methods

must be used. Due to energy or hardware constraints model reduction

techniques are equally important, but at a cost of increased uncertainty

about the system model.

4.1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• A multiple dimension Markov chain whose size increases quickly with

the number of channels of PUs is assumed to characterize the known

system.

• In the presence of uncertainty associated with the system size reduc-

tion, we consider a one dimension Markov chain approximation to
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characterize the uncertain system.

• Appropriate analytical models are developed and used to derive the

performance characteristics of the secondary admission strategies.

• Numerical results are reported and show a robust capacity in terms

of blocking probability, dropping probability and delay performance

as functions of spectrum utilization by PUs.

4.2 System Model

In this section, the network model, the traffic model, the traffic performance

measures and the sub-channel assignment schemes for different systems are

presented.

4.2.1 Network Model

The basic system model assumes a wireless system with a finite population

Mp of PUs and a finite population Mc of SUs. The wireless spectrum consists

of N channels available for transmissions of PUs. Each channel of PUs in

the spectrum is divided into K sub-channels for SUs. SUs communicate via

sub-channels to a multiple access receiver (i.e., a Base Station (BS)). Here

we broadly use the term channel as a unit of resource, where the physical

meaning is dependent on the specific technological implementation of the

radio interface.

We assume that channels available for primary network operation are

numbered according to the order in which they are assigned by the primary

network. This means that, to setup a new PU request the system searches
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the channels in increasing order starting from the lowest index say 1 until

a channel available is found to serve the new setup request.

The secondary network operates under the control of a scheduler at

the BS. This monitors the occupancy state information over the channels

occupied by PUs using spectrum sensing−which channels have PU presence

and which ones have PU absence. Based on this information, new SU

setup requests are admitted according the sub-channels corresponding to

the available channels, starting from low channel indexes.

4.2.2 Traffic Model

We assume that the occupancy of the N channels by PUs follows an al-

ternating idle-busy process each, according to the idle and busy PU traffic

patterns. When a PU host is absent (i.e., a channel seen as idle), then

the time it takes for that particular PU host to arrive is a random variable

with exponential distribution with mean 1/λ . All PUs act independently,

so that if there are i PUs that are actually occupying their respective chan-

nels, then exactly (Mp− i) PU hosts are absent, in which case the effective

arrival rate is (Mp− i)λ . Also, when a PU host occupies a channel (i.e.,

a channel seen as busy), then the time it takes for that particular host to

complete its transmissions is a random variable exponentially distributed

with mean 1/µ. This is well known as a M/M/N//Mp queue.

Similarly, the traffic sources of SU hosts emit each a on-off traffic pattern

that can be modeled using a M/M/NK//Mc queuing system with exponen-

tially distributed on and off periods. The mean of the on and off periods

are 1/α and 1/β , respectively.

To analyze the queuing system characteristic of spectrum occupancy

of PUs and traffic sources of SUs, we enumerate possible number of busy
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channels by i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N and possible number of sub-channels used

by SU traffic by j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N ×K. We denote by B(x) = (i, j) the

system state vector, and we use B(x) as channel state information in state

x. B(x) = iK + j and it represents the amount of resource occupied in state

x. In this case, the dynamic behavior in time of such a system can be

modeled as a multidimensional Markov process whose set of feasible states

is given by:

S =
{

x = (i, j) : B(x)≤ NK
}

(4.1)

4.2.3 One Dimension Markov Process Approximation

Since the primary network is oblivious of the existence of the secondary net-

work, when they use the channels, the performance analysis of the primary

users can be independently evaluated as a set of states i, environmental

specifications for the system, each of which being a complete configuration

to operate SUs. The underlying stochastic process is a homogeneous CTMC

with state space {0, 1, 2, · · · , N} and it is completely specified by the steady-

state probabilities {π0, π1, π2, · · · , πN} across the states i. By attaching a

suitable chosen set of weights {ri} across the states of the CTMC model

of spectrum occupancy by PUs, one can get most traffic performance mea-

sures characteristic of PU traffic and expressed in form of weighted average

as follows:

R = ∑
i

riπi (4.2)

Based on this information, the performance analysis of SUs can be ap-

proximated as a one dimension Markov process conditional on i. The index
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i is the state of spectrum occupancy environment to the system where ex-

actly i channels are used by PUs communications. On the other hand, the

index j defines a state system object where exactly j sub-channels are being

used by SU traffics. The underlying stochastic process is a homogeneous

CTMC conditional on i with state space {0, 1, 2, · · · , Mc} and steady-state

probabilities {π0, π1, π2, · · · , πMc}. Similarly, by attaching a suitable chosen

set of weights {w j}, one can get most traffic performances characteristic of

the system in form of weighted average that depends on i:

Wi = ∑
j

w jπ j, i = 0, 1, · · · , N−1 (4.3)

we ignore the case where i = N, since in this state the system has complete

outage, i.e., WN = 0.

Wi can be thought of as being the traffic performance changes associated

with i. In the presence of system model uncertainty, it follows that a robust

traffic capacity of such a system can be obtained as:

S = ∑
i

Wiπi (4.4)

4.2.4 Performance Measures

The probability of blocking of new SU connection request, also referred to

as new call blocking, is of particular interest just as it is in traditional traffic

theory. The new call blocking probability Pb is defined to be the probability

that a new connection request of SU is denied access to a sub-channel, either

because the channels of PUs are all occupied or because all sub-channels

are also occupied by other SUs.
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A distinctive feature of CR radio is inter handoff, also called spectrum

mobility, where PUs occupy their respective channels oblivious to the exis-

tence of SUs. A PU is given priority to interrupt a SU in service and takes

the channel. At the same time, an interrupted SU needs to opportunisti-

cally switch to another sub-channel. The probability that a sub-channel

reallocation fails is another important measure, and we refer to it as the

handoff blocking Ph.

The probability that a SU call in service is dropped out is a third mea-

sure of traffic performance. This may arise following the fact that during a

SU call a number of PU arrivals happen. A SU may see its call handed over

as many times as the number of interruptions before reaching the handoff

where it is blocked. The dropout probability Pd is therefore the probability

that a call is dropped out at any point during service. Whereas the handoff

blocking probability Ph is simply a measure of sub-channel switching failure.

With the assumption of an infinite buffer at the BS, when all sub-

channels are occupied, any arriving SU call is queued locally until such

sub-channels become available again. In this case, the response time of

SUs in such a system is also an important as traffic performance measure.

Since a new arriving call of SU must wait while those already in the queue,

including the one in service, are served, we define the response time D to be

the time interval from the moment of a call at the system till the moment

of completion. This includes the time needed to complete the services of

earlier calls plus the time needed to serve the entering call.

We are now in position to specify the mathematical analysis required

to determine the traffic capacity measures. These quantities depend on the

scheme used to manage the sub-channel assignment.
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N0 1 2 N−1

µ 2µ Nµ(N − 1)µ3µ

(Mp − 1)λ (Mp −N + 2)λ

(Mp −N)λ

(Mp −N + 1)λMpλ

Figure 4.1: The state diagram of a finite population occupancy of the

channels by PUs

4.3 Sub-channel Assignment Scheme

In this section, the channels state information is given by the channel ca-

pacity C of PUs as a measure of protection guarantee to PUs. Given the

knowledge about the channels state information, two systems are studied

based on whether the assumption of an infinite buffer is supported or not

by the deployed admission strategy.

4.3.1 Channels State Information

The channels state information consists of a loss system with parallel chan-

nels modeling the spectrum occupancy by PUs. In particular, we are inter-

ested in the knowledge of the traffic throughput C of these channels. We

denote by i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N the number of channels used by PUs to represent

the channels state information. The state diagram is shown in Figure 4.1.

The expressions for steady state probabilities {π0, π1, · · · , πN} are obtained

by using the following steady state balance equations:

(Mp− i + 1) λ πi = i µ πi−i 0≤ i≤ N (4.5)
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so that

πi =
(Mp− i + 1) λ

n µ
πi−1 (4.6)

=
(Mp− i + 1) (Mp− i + 2) · · ·Mp

i (i−1) · · · 1)

(
λ

µ

)i

π0

=
Mp!

(Mp− i)! i!

(
λ

µ

)i

π0

=

(
Mp

i

) (
λ

µ

)i

π0, 0≤ i≤ N

By normalization, we have

πi =

(Mp
i

) (
λ

µ

)i

N
∑

k=0

(Mp
k

) (
λ

µ

)k
, 0≤ i≤ N (4.7)

By attaching to states i a weight of

ri = (Mp− i)
λ

µ
i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N (4.8)

the total load offered by PUs can be obtained as

λ̂ =
N

∑
i=0

(Mp− i)
λ

µ
πi (4.9)

=

Mp
N
∑

i=0

(Mp−1
i

) (
λ

µ

)i

N
∑

k=0

(Mp
k

) (
λ

µ

)k
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Similarly, attaching to states i weights of

ri = i i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N (4.10)

one can write the total traffic of PUs entitled to protection as follows:

C =
N

∑
i=0

iπi (4.11)

=

N
∑

i=0

(Mp
i

)
i
(

λ

µ

)i

N
∑

k=0

(Mp
k

) (
λ

µ

)k

Equivalently, the traffic capacity C is given by

C = λ̂ (1−B) (4.12)

where B is the blocking probability of PU calls being served by theses

channels and it is given by
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B = 1− C

λ̂
(4.13)

=
Mp
(Mp−1

N

) (
λ

µ

)N+1

λ̂
N
∑

k=0

(Mp
k

) (
λ

µ

)k

=

(Mp−1
N

) (
λ

µ

)N

N
∑

k=0

(Mp−1
k

) (
λ

µ

)k

4.3.2 Sub-Channel Assignment without Buffer

In this case, the system is characterized by a secondary admission strategy

employing a random sub-channel allocation scheme without buffering. This

means that all SU requests, new and handoff, are accepted and served from a

poll of available sub-channels associated with the idle channels. When a SU

call gets a sub-channel, it keeps it until it is either completed satisfactory or

interrupted by a PU arrival. When a SU call is completed, the sub-channel

becomes available to serve another SU call.

Thus, when a new SU setup request arrives and finds the system in state

x, an admission decision is made based on the following rule:

setup decision in x =

{
accepted if (NK−B(x))≥ 0 (4.14a)

blocked if (NK−B(x)) < 0 (4.14b)

A PU arrival in state x causes all SUs in this particular state to halt their

ongoing communications in order to vacate the channel where the PU arrival
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is detected. Based on handoffs demand from state x, two situation arises. If

the system state is such that the condition (NK−B(x))≤ K is satisfied, SU

handoff setup requests are accepted. Thus, the halted communications of

SUs continue to other sub-channels, which are guaranteed to exist given that

the above condition is met. Otherwise, for the case (NK−B(x)) > K, the

halted communications of SUs are forced to terminate before completion.

Let Q(x) denote the number of handoffs blocking in state x, qx,y the

transition rate from x to y. ei and e j are unit vectors associated with the

system state x = (i, j) such that ei = (1,0) and e j = (0,1), respectively.

Q(x) = min{s ∈ N : B(x + ei− se j)≤ KN} (4.15)

qx,y =


(Mp− i)λ if x + ei−Q(x)e j (4.16a)

(Mc− j)α if x + e j (4.16b)

iµ if x− ei (4.16c)

jβ if x− e j (4.16d)

In the absence of system model uncertainty, the total balance equations can

be expressed as follows:

∑
y

qx,yπ(x) = ∑
y

qy,xπ(y) ∀x (4.17)

and

∑
x

π(x) = 1 (4.18)
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jβ (Mc − j + 1)α

x - ej x + ej
x|i

NK −B(X|i) ≥ 0

Figure 4.2: The state diagram for a one dimension CTMC without

buffering

However, since we are interested to study the secondary admission in the

presence of system model uncertainty, we resort to one dimension Marko-

vian approximation methods. To do this, we consider the system state x|i
conditional to the number i of channels occupied by PUs. We denote pos-

sible number of SUs in conditional system state x|i by j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Mc.

Also, the conditional number of resources is given by B(x|i) = iK + j. Thus,

the state diagram is reduced to a one dimension CTMC as shown in Fig-

ure 4.2. The expressions for steady state probabilities {π(x|i)} are obtained

by using the following steady state balance equations:

(Mc− j + 1) α π(y|i) = jβ π(x|i), y = x− e j (4.19)

Following Equation 4.7, we can write the steady state probabilities as

π(x|i) =

(Mc
j

) (
α

β

) j

N
∑

k=0

(Mc
k

) (
α

β

)k
, 0≤ B(x|i)≤ NK (4.20)

for all i = 0, 1, · · · , N− 1. Following Equation 4.27 and given that a call

blocking happens when all channels and sub-channels are occupied, we ob-

tain the blocking probability Pb(i) by attacking to the system states x|i the

following weights:
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w(x|i) =

{
0 if B(x|i) < KN (4.21a)

1 if B(x|i) = KN (4.21b)

so that we can write

Pb(i) = ∑
x

w(x|i)π(x|i) (4.22)

=

( Mc−1
NK−iK

) (
α

β

)(NK−iK)

NK−iK
∑

k=0

(Mc−1
k

) (
α

β

)k

for all i = 0, 1, · · · , N−1.

The blocking probability Pb(i) can be thought of as a weight in the

channel state i so that the total blocking probability Pb to the system can

be written as

Pb = ∑
i

Pb(i)πi (4.23)

=
N−1

∑
i=0

( Mc−1
NK−iK

) (
α

β

)(NK−iK)

NK−iK
∑

k=0

(Mc−1
k

) (
α

β

)k
πi

Since a PU arrival that finds the system in state x|i causes blocking of

SU handoff setup requests with probability Q(x)
j , thus moving the system to

state y|i = x|i + ei−Qe j. We obtain the handoff blocking probability Ph(i)
by attacking the following weights in state x|i as

w(x|i) =
Q(x)

j
, Q = 0, 1, · · · , N (4.24)
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so that we can write

Ph(i) = ∑
x

w(x|i)π(x|i) (4.25)

=
KN−iK

∑
j=1

Q(x)

j
π(x|i) i = 0, 1, · · · , N−1

for each i = 0, 1, · · · , N− 1. Where Q = 0 if B(x|i + ei) = K, also Q = K if

B(x|i + ei−Ke j) = NK.

When a SU call is assigned a sub-channel, this call will hold the sub-

channel. Because of a PU return to occupies a channel, which can occur at

any time, this call can be drouped out at any time as well. This happens

if the following events occur: (i) a SU succeeds to handover its call in each

of the (l− 1) handoff attempts that it requires, (ii) a SU handoff call is

blocked on the lth attempt. Given that the handoff blocking probability Ph

and the probability Pr of handoff demand are uniquely especified, one can

obtain the dropout probability Pd .

The probability Pr that a SU call in service requires at least one handoff

before completion is the same as the probability that the service time of

this call is longer that the residual idle period of PU on a channel. Thanks

to the memoryless property, the residual idle period of PU traffic on a

channel is the same as the generic idle period of PU traffic. Hence, at any

moment that a SU call is in service, the time X it takes to complete a

SU call and the time Y it takes until a PU return to take a channel, are

independent exponential random variables with rates β and λ respectively,

each competing to occur before the other. It follows that the probability Pr

can be expressed as
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Pr = Prob(Y > X) (4.26)

=

∞∫
0

[1−FY (t)] fX(t) dt

=
∫
0

e−β t fX(t) dt

=

∞∫
0

λe−(β+λ ) t dt

=
λ

β + λ

Therefore, we obtain the droupout probability as

Pd(i) =
∞

∑
l=1

[(
1−Ph(i)

)l−1 Pl−1
r

]
Pr Ph(i) (4.27)

=
Ph(i)

1−Ph(i)

∞

∑
l=1

[(
1−Ph(i)

)l Pl
r

]
=

Pr Ph(i)
1−
(
1−Ph(i)

)
Pr

Similarly, we consider Pd(i) as weights over the channels state i, so we

obtain the total droupout probability as a weighted average:

Pd =
N−1

∑
i=0

Pr Ph(i)
1−
(
1−Ph(i)

)
Pr

πi (4.28)
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jβ (Mc − j + 1)α

x - ej x + ej
x|i

NK − B(X|i) ≥ 0

x - ej

(Mc − j + 1)α

x + ej
x|i

NK ≤ B(X|i) ≤ Mc

(NK − iK)β

Figure 4.3: The state diagram of a one dimension CTMC with buffer-

ing

4.3.3 Sub-Channel Assignment Scheme with Buffering

The system is characterized in this case by a secondary admission strategy

employing a random sub-channel allocation scheme with buffering. This

means that all SU requests, new and handoff, are supplied to a buffer and

then drained according to the available sub-channels associated with the idle

channels each. When a SU call gets a sub-channel it keeps it until either it

is satisfactory completed or queued waiting for a sub-channel. When a SU

call is completed, the sub-channel becomes available to serve another SU

call.

Thus, when a SU new setup request arrives and finds the system in state

x, an admission decision is made based on the following rule:

setup decision in x =

{
accepted if (NK−B(x))≥ 0 (4.29a)

queued if (NK−B(x)) < 0 (4.29b)
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Since we are studying secondary admission control in the presence of

system model uncertainty, we consider the system state x|i conditional to

the number i of channels occupied by PUs. We denote possible number of

SUs in conditional sytem state x|i by j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Mc. Also, the condi-

tional number of resources is given by B(x|i) = iK + j.

Thus, the state diagram of the reduced one dimension CTMC shown in

Figure 4.3. We obtain the steady state probabilities {π(x|i)} by using the

following steady state balance equations:

(Mc− j + 1) α π(y|i) = j β π(x|i) y = x− e j (4.30)

and

(Mc− j + 1) α π(y|i) = (NK− iK) β π(x|i) y = x− e j (4.31)

for each i = 0, 1, · · · ,N−1

The expressions for steady state probabilities are hence given by

π(x|i) =
Mc!

(Mc− j)! j!

(
α

β

) j

π(i,0) (4.32)

=

(
Mc

j

) (
α

β

) j

π(i,0) B(x|i)≤ NK

π(x|i) =
Mc!

(Mc− j)! (NK− iK)( j−K(N−i)) (NK− iK)!

(
α

β

) j

π(i,0) (4.33)

=

(
Mc

j

)
j!

(NK− iK)( j−K(N−i)) (NK− iK)!

(
α

β

) j

π(i,0)
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if NK ≤ B(x|i)≤Mc

By normalization we have

π(i,0) =

[
NK−iK−1

∑
j=0

(
Mc

j

) (
α

β

) j

(4.34)

+
Mc

∑
j=NK−iK

(
Mc

j

)
j!

(NK− iK)( j−K(N−i)) (NK− iK)!

(
α

β

) j
]−1

To obtain the average number L(i) of SU calls in the system, we select

the weights in the respective states x|i to be

w(x|i) = j (4.35)

so that L can be expressed in the form of weighted average:

L(i) = ∑
x

w(x|i) π(x|i) (4.36)

=
Mc

∑
j=0

j π(x|i)

To obtain the average arrival rate α̂ of SUs calls, we choose the weights

of the system state x|i as

w(x|i) = α(Mc− j) (4.37)
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so that

α̂(i) = ∑
x

w(x|i) π(x|i) (4.38)

= α(Mc− j) π(x|i)

By Little’s formula, the mean response time D of the system is given

for i = 0, 1, · · · ,N−1, by

D(i) =
L(i)
α̂(i)

(4.39)

=
L(i)

α(Mc−L(i))

where D(i) are considered as weights attached to the channel state i so

that the total response time can be written as

D =
N

∑
i=0

L(i)
α(Mc−L(i))

πi (4.40)
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Figure 4.4: SU blocking probability and SU dropout probability with

K = 2, N = 10 Mp = 20, Mc = 30

4.4 Numerical Results

Figure 4.4 shows the blocking probability Pb and dropout probability Pd

of SUs as functions of traffic capacity C of PUs (Erlangs). The number of

sub-channels per channel is fixed to K = 2 while the traffic intensity ρ of

SUs takes different values in the range [0.1,0.4]. A wirelss network with a

population size of PUs and SUs fixed to Mp = 20 and Mc = 30, respectively,

is considered. PUs share N = 10 channels in total. SUs share N×K = 20
opportunistic channels in total. The traffic capacity C is used to measure

the traffic performance of PUs from which we derive the channels state
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Figure 4.5: SU blocking probability and SU dropout probability with

ρ = 0.4, N = 10, Mp = 20, Mc = 30

information. This knowledge is then used to operate the system of SUs.

The effects of PUs having higher priority over SUs is reflected in different

levels of C. It is observed that, at light SU traffic load (ρ = 0.1), Pb and

Pd can be maintained at relatively small levels, several orders of magnitude

below, before the measured capacity C is becomes larger than 6 Erlangs.

Also, it is observed that, when ρ is small (0.1), the loss (increase) in

Pd is far too much (more than 25 times) below Pb. Hence, at small ρ the

droupout effects are rendered void. On the other hand, when ρ increases

up to 0.4, Pb and Pd increase by orders of magnitude.
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Figure 4.6: SU packet delay transmission with N = 10, Mp = 20, Mc =

30

The improvements in the blocking probability Pb and the dropout prob-

ability Pd are shown in Figure 4.5. The traffic intensity of SUs is fixed to

ρ = 0.4 while the number of sub-channels K supported per channel takes

various interger values in range [2,8]. When the number of sub-channels is

increased up to 8, that is each PU channel can be divided up to 8 parallel

sub-channels, Pb is decreased by orders of magnitude with only small to

moderate decrease in Pd . Hence, by increasing the number of sub-channels,

the blocking effects become void.

In Figure 4.6, the delay performance of SUs is shown as a function of the

traffic capacity C of PUs for different values of ρ and K. It is observed that

a SU can have a better response time when the number of sub channels is

relatively low. This is because increasing the number of sub-channels does
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not improve too much on droupout effects.

4.5 Summary

Admission control of SUs to achieve a certain degree of QoS has been stud-

ied. A multiple dimension Markov chain whose size increases quickly with

the number of channels of PUs is assumed to characterize the known system.

In the presence of uncertainty associated with the system size reduction,

we consider a one dimension Markov chain approximation to characterize

the uncertain system. Appropriate analytical models are developed and

used to derive the performance characteristics of the secondary admission

strategies. Numerical results are reported and show a robust capacity in

terms of blocking probability, dropping probability and delay performance

as functions of spectrum utilization by PUs.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Introduction

The exploding increase of wireless communications combined with the ex-

isting inefficient usage of the licensed spectrum gives a strong impetus to the

development and standardization of cognitive radio networking and com-

munications. Much of the interest in RSA comes from the need to match

increasing wireless demands of today’s societies and the recognition that

current gridlock approach to spectrum use results in inefficient use of the

radio spectrum.

5.2 Summary of the Thesis

In this dissertation, the alternative approach to RSA, called DSA, is first

presented as a means for alleviating spectrum gridlocks by using spectrum

sharing. Based on this, CR can be developed to support DSA. The DSA
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concept means that the users of a wireless system are divided into a multi-

tiered hierarchy with the primary users (PUs) entitled to protection and

cognitive radio capable secondary users (SUs).

DSA views the spectrum as an open resource to be shared among PUs

and SUs in such way that performance benefits of such a sharing arrange-

ment can be fully realized while at the same time avoiding excessive in-

terference caused to PUs. The performance sharing gains are obtained by

means of a medium access control protocol with knowledge of the statistical

properties or available local information of the channels already occupied

by PUs as well as knowledge of the interference tolerance within which the

interference to PUs is kept to a given level.

5.3 Concluding Remarks

An important contribution of this thesis is to match the discrepancy from

the apparent spectrum overcrowding and the recognition that outdated

spectrum access techniques usually result in inefficient use of the spectrum.

To do this, we use the DSA concept as a method that views the spectrum not

only as an open resource, but as a resource more effectively and efficiently

used. Spectrum overcrowding comes from outdated spectrum policies and

wireless technologies. The effect is that the societal and economic benefits

that come with a new wireless technology are limited. However, methods

supporting diverse forms of spectrum sharing such as DSA have the poten-

tial to unleash new technologies as long as policies are reformed to match

the technology.

Further, emphasis has been laid on the potential role of DSA in cogni-

tive radio communications in light the channel models provided by DSA.

Three classes of communication models that describe several situations aris-
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ing in the cognitive communication process have been studied considering

the nature of information available about the channels over which trans-

missions of SUs take place. These are: with dynamic, distributed channels

information; with dynamic, parallel channels information; and under a dy-

namic sub-channels allocation scheme. Related to this, emphasis is laid on

the MAC protocol capabilities to determine the efficiency of the secondary

sharing of spectrum.

The performance results clearly indicate the feasibility of the DSA con-

cept as a candidate for future wireless infrastructures that has the potential

to support economic growth and evolving societal needs. This approach of-

fers the choice of performance that is restricted to the capabilities of spec-

trum sharing arrangements, and less on the spectrum gridlocks. In specific

it offers robust performance with reference to the uncertainty associated

with localized sensing of distributed, dynamic channels and with timely

sensing of parallel, dynamic channels. The extension to dynamic, parallel

sub-channels enables resource allocation to be carried out in sub-channels.

The analytical results on the performance of sub-channel allocation indi-

cate a robust traffic capacity in terms of blocking probability, drop-out

probability and delay performance as function of PUs traffic loads.

5.4 Future Work

Several important issues have been left open in this thesis and they need

to be thoroughly investigated in the future. The following topics are of

particular interest:

Policy enforcement: DSA is a wireless technology whose implementa-

tion greatly depends on spectrum policy deliberations at the national
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and the international level. Policies are enforced primarily by pre-

venting beforehand the deployment of devices that are capable of

violating regulations, rather than detecting and punishing violators

afterwards. To do this, regulators test and approve products before

they can be widely distributed. However, technologies behind cogni-

tive radio complicate the problem of ensuring a priori that a device

complies with regulator test. The more a device alters its behavior

in accordance with what it senses from its surrounding radio environ-

ment the harder it is to exhaustively test such behaviors. Hence the

viability of DSA hinger on designer ability to make testing simple for

the regulator that must grant permission before a new device become

operational.

Statistical modeling: Spectrum occupancy data are pertinent to DSA

experimentation and implementation. Traditional measurements and

analyses intended to quantify the performance of one particular sys-

tem usually cannot be applied directly to the design of DSA sys-

tems. Instead, spectrum measurements and data analyses need to

be directed to developing statistical models with sufficient richness to

describe the occupancy in real spectrum bands, which can be conve-

niently parameterized, and readily amenable to mathematical analy-

sis.

Testbed platform: Monte Carlo computer simulation is a flexible per-

formance prediction tool widely used to assess communications in-

frastructures. Its flexibility stems from the fact that it consists of a

computer program that behaves like the system under study. The

network operations can be conveniently described by simulation pro-

grams. The stochastic nature of demands can be modeled by us-

ing pseudo-random generators. Therefore, a Monte Carlo simulation
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program can serve as a flexible testbed platform for conduction sys-

tem experimentation without constructing software/hardware proto-

types. However, several factors must be considered in oder to apply a

successful simulation technology to DSA experimentation. To begin

with, the nature of secondary applications are incompletely known.

Further, the secondary network is cognitive radio based, that is, the

more a cognitive radio alters its behavior in accordance with what

it senses from its surrounding radio environment the harder it is to

exhaustively model its behaviors.
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The exploding increase of wireless communi-

cations combined with the existing inefficient 

usage of the licensed spectrum gives a strong 

impetus to the development and standardiza-

tion of cognitive radio networking and com-

munications. In this dissertation, a framework 

for Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) is f irst 

presented, which is the enabling technology for 

increasing the spectral efficiency of wireless 

communications. Based on that, Cognitive Ra-

dio (CR) can be developed as an enabling tech-

nology for supporting the DSA, which means 

that the wireless users are provided with enhan-

ced capability for sensing the operating radio 

environment and for exploiting the network 

side information obtained from this sensing.

The DSA concept means that the users of a 

wireless system are divided into a multi-tiered 

hierarchy with the primary users (PUs) entitled 

to protection and with cognitive radio capable 

secondary users (SUs). The improved spectrum 

efficiency is obtained by means of a medium 

access control protocol with knowledge about 

the statistical properties or available local in-

formation of the channels already occupied by 

PUs as well as knowledge about the interfe-

rence tolerance within which the interference 

to PUs is kept to a given level. Related to this, 

emphasis is laid on the protocol capability to 

determine the efficiency of the secondary sha-

ring of spectrum. Based on the type of availa-

ble local information, the capacity of opportu-

nistic communication is investigated for three 

models. These are: with dynamic, distributed 

channels information; with dynamic, parallel 

channels information; and under a dynamic 

sub-channels allocation scheme. 

The results indicate that this capacity is robust 

with reference to the uncertainty associated 

with localized sensing of distributed dynamic 

channels and with timely sensing of parallel 

dynamic channels. The extension to dynamic 

parallel sub-channels enables resource alloca-

tion to be carried out in sub-channels. The ana-

lytical results on the performance of sub-chan-

nel allocation indicate a robust traffic capacity 

in terms of blocking probability, drop-out pro-

bability and delay performance as function of 

PUs traffic loads.   
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